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Introduction
Environmental Science Basics is a course designed for Myanmar adults. It provides a comprehensive
introduction of essential environmental concepts and an overview of Myanmar’s natural environment. It
offers a wide variety of practical activities to equip learners with skills to research and analyze their natural
surroundings. It also encourages the learners to actively protect and conserve the habitats and ecosystems
we live in.
This book makes up Part I of the “Sustainable Development and Environmental Conservation
curriculum” series. The curriculum aims to prepare learners to conduct projects and activities for healthy
ecosystems and locally sustainable development.
Environmental Science Basics is designed primarily for a taught course but can be used as a self-study
resource. It is written at a low intermediate level of English and takes between 22 to 30 hours (excluding
additional activities) to complete.

Who is it for?
The book is useful for anyone interested in the subject. Specifically it’s for people who:
- Want the skills to analyze their natural environment
- Want to expand or refresh their knowledge of the subject
- Are involved in environmental protection activities
- Are involved in environmental education
It is a useful resource for:
- Various classroom settings including community schools, religious schools, etc.
- Environmental education programs and environmental NGOs and CBOs.

Components
1.

i

Student’s Book
The student’s Book has 10 lessons. Each lesson should take between 90 to 120 minutes to complete
under an instructor’s guidance. It contains readings, activities, exercises and practice, discussion
and reflection questions. Each lesson suggests an additional activity- mostly beneficial when
conducted outside the classroom.
Supplementary material at the back of book includes:
- a Projects Package from which students pick an extended project to conduct individually or
in groups usually.
- a Glossary with definitions and translations.
- Translations
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Learning Objectives
Lessons

Objectives

1.

What is Environment?

1)
2)
3)

Describe what an environment is and provide examples
Identify the different environments and provide examples
Explain the intereactions between the different environments

2.

Ecosystems, Habitats &
Biomes

1)
2)
3)

Explain what ecosystems are
List and describe the major biomes
Explain how ecosystems change and are affected

3.

Classification and
Biodiversity

1)
2)
3)

Use the classification system to classify species
Explain what biodiversity is and its importance
Identify and analyze biodiversity threats

4.

Matter, Atoms and
Molecules

1)
2)
3)

Explain what matter is in its various forms
Recognize chemical and physical changes
Debate the differences between organic and inorganic food

5.

Food Chains & Food
Webs

1)
2)
3)

Describe food chains and food webs
Identify and describe the role of producers, cosumers, and
decomposers
Describe how energy and nutrients move along the food chain

6.

Earth’s Cycles

1)
2)

Explain water, carbon, nitrogen and oxygen cycles
Recognize the stages of earth cycles

7.

Natural Resources

1)
2)
3)

Categorize natural resources
Explain natural resources management
Explain the difference between renewable and non-renewable
resources

8.

Energy

1)
2)

9.

What is a Healthy
Ecosytem?

1)
2)
3)

Explain and the identify the different types of energy
Explain the difference between renewable and non-renewable
energy
Explain the importance of healthy ecosystems
Determine how healthy an ecosystem is using by key indicators
Indicate how to promote a healthy ecosystem

10. Overview of Myanmar’s
Natural Environment

1)
2)
3)
4)

Describe Myanmar’s biodiversity, climate and its various
ecosystems
Determine the interactions between Myanmar people and their
various ecosystems
Explain major human environments in Myanmar
Analyze major issues in Myanmar’s environments and propose
solutions
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Use this page for your notes.
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Lesson

1

What is Environment?

What is around us?
Activity: observation
A

Look around you, both inside and outside the room you are in. What do you see? Close your eyes
and take a deep breath. Listen. What do you hear? What do you smell?

B

Complete the table below and share your answers. Try to write at least 10 things in each column.
Work in pairs.
Inside, I can see...

Outside, I can see...

I can hear...

I can smell...

Everything you listed is part of your environment.
Your environment includes everything that
surrounds you, from the ground you walk on to the
air you breathe.

What is environment?
Reading
Environment is a very broad term and there are many different kinds of environments. An environment
can be as small as a few inches of water in a bucket (a great environment for a mosquito to lay her
eggs in) or as large as the Himalayan Mountain range; as small as a single classroom or as large as a
city such as Yangon. Your digestive system, home to millions of bacteria, is an environment, as is the
ocean.
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There are different ways to categorize environments:
1.

2.
3.

Human environments or built environments are the areas where humans live, work, worship and
study. The human environment includes everything made by people. Farms, villages, and factories are
human environments as are hospitals, pagodas, mosques and mines. All products made by humans
such as plastic bags, computers, charcoal, and diesel are all part of the human environment.
Socio-cultural environments are a society’s beliefs, customs, traditions, and practices. Education,
religion, politics, and language all affect the socio-cultural environment. People both affect and are
affected by the socio-cultural environment in which they live.
The natural environment is what this book will focus on. The natural
environment includes all naturally occurring living and nonliving things
in an area - everything on earth that is not created by humans. The 		
Climate: the weather
land, the sea, the air, and all living organisms are part of the natural
conditions prevailing in an
environment. The natural environment is affected by several different
area in general or over a
factors:
long period

Vocabulary

- Climate and weather: A place with lots of rain will have
a different environment from a place with very little rain.
- Elevation: Places that have a high elevation are usually 		
colder than places at sea level.
- Latitude: Places near the equator are usually warmer
than places north or south of the equator.

Elevation: height above a
given level, especially sea
level
Latitude: distance of a
place north or south of the
earth’s equator

Exercise
C

2

Write each of the items below in the appropriate column. After you complete the exercise with your
partner, share your results with the rest of the class. Work in pairs.
- Plastic bags
- Coal
- A community forest
- Rubber plantation
- A rice paddy
- Wind
- Shaking hands
- A school

- The call to prayer
- River bank
- A pagoda
- Marriage
- Bay of Bengal
- Voting
- Coral reef

Human/Built Environment

Socio-Cultural Environment
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- A dam
- Electricity
- Smoke
- An elephant
- Taking your shoes off
- Man-made fish pond

Natural Enviroment

STUDENT'S Book

Interacting environments
Each of these three environments affect and are affected by each other. Here are some examples:
• Expanding a human environment such as building a new housing development will destroy parts of the
natural environment.
• The natural environment influences the types of homes people build and the types of materials homes
are made out of.
• The natural environment affects human culture. Human diet and clothing is affected by the climate.

Discussion
D

Discuss and answer the following questions. Work in groups.
1) How does the natural environment affect how people build homes? Give examples.
2) How has the natural environment in your area been affected by the human environment?
3) What are some examples of how the socio-cultural environment affects the daily life of people in
your community?

You and your enviroment
Discussion
E

What sort of environment do you live in? The questions below will help you better understand the
environment in your area. First, answer the questions or the issues silently on your own.
Then, share your results with your partner. The final step is to share your answers with the rest of
the class.
1.

What is the approximate temperature outside? Is this temperature normal for
this time of year?
2. When did it last rain? Does it rain a lot in your area? Do you know how much
rain your area gets on an average year? Is there a rainy season, or does it rain
throughout the year?
3. If you walk from your school for 10 minutes how many different kinds of 		
trees will you see?
4. List the different birds that are common in your area (birds that you see every
day). Now, list birds that you see, but only rarely.
5. What kinds of wild animals live in your area? How often do you see a wild 		
animal?
6. Is there a body of water nearby, such as a river, lake or the sea? Is there a
forest you can walk to?
7. Are there many crops grown in your area? If so, what kind? Do you grow any
of your own food?
8. What sort of fuel do most people use to cook?
9. Where do you get your drinking water from?
10. What happens to the waste in your community? Is there a pick-up service, or
do you burn it? Bury it?
11. Where does most of the food you eat come from? Is it grown in the local
area? Does it come from somewhere else in Myanmar or from a different country?
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Humans and our natural environment
Reading
Humans depend on our natural environment for survival. Different people have very different opinions on
how much humans depend on our natural environment for survival. Here are some opinions expressed by
two different people.

F

Read the written speeches from an environmental studies teacher and an environmental activist
and answer the questions that follow. Work in pairs.

Like all livings, humans depend on the natural environment
for our survival. Unlike all other animals though, humans have
great power to affect our natural environment. Humans are
causing tremendous damage, but we also have the power to
make changes that can help to protect, conserve and
preserve our natural environment, rather than harm it.
You can have a huge impact on your environment. You can
help to improve the natural environment or hurt it. Which do
you prefer? The choice is yours.

Vocabulary
Conserve: protect
(something, especially an
environmentally or culturally
important place or thing) from
harm
Preserve: maintain (something)
in its original or existing state

Our natural environment is in trouble. There are many
problems that are harming our natural environment.
Most of these problems are caused by humans. For example,
cutting down natural forests to plant palm oil plantations
or building homes destroys the habitat for many animals.
Building dams stops fertile soil from flowing downstream.
Driving cars produces carbon dioxide, which contributes
to global warming. Plastic bags kill animals (such as turtles),
cause pollution and block drains.

1)
2)
3)

4

Habitat: the natural home or
environment of an animal,
plant, or other organism
Fertile: producing or capable
of producing abundant
vegetation or crops
Carbon dioxide: a colorless,
odorless gas produced by
burning carbon and organic
compounds and by respiration

How are humans impacting the environment?
What other environmental problems can you think of?
What major environmental problems are in your community?
in Myanmar?
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Reflection
G

Answer the following questions. Discuss as a class.
1)
2)

Should we try to protect our natural environment? If yes, why?
How can we protect our natural enviroment?

Additional Activity
List all the positive and negative aspects of your human/ built, socio-cultural and natural
environment. You can collect information by brainstorming, observing your neighbourhood/
city? village and interviewing your community members.
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Lesson

2

Ecosystems, Habitats & Biomes

Ecosytems
Brainstorm
A

Read the definition of “ecosystem” in the
box and its translation in the glossary and
brainstorm all the words you associate with it.
Work in pairs.

Vocabulary
A habitat is the natural home or environment of
a plant or animal. It is similar to an ecosystem,
except that ecosystems emphasize community
and the interaction of plants and animals living in
that community.

Reading
What is an ecosystem?
An ecosystem is a community of living organisms and nonliving factors interacting as a system in a particular
area. All parts of the community, both the living and the nonliving, affect one another. Examples of different
ecosystems include a mangrove forest growing along the Irrawaddy river in the delta, a rice paddy, and a coral
reef. Even the inside of your body is an ecosystem, alive with many different kinds of bacteria.
All the living organisms within an ecosystem have a role to play in the health of an ecosystem.
Just, as a bird needs two strong wings to fly, the health of an ecosystem depends on all parts working together.
Ecosystems are also affected by non-living things as well as natural forces and conditions. For example, due to
climate change, the oceans are changing – they are getting warmer and more acidic. This is harming the coral
reef ecosystem. Changing any part of the community – whether that part is living or nonliving - can have a
huge impact on the entire ecosystem’s health and nature.

Exercise
B

Look at the picture of the river ecosystem
and list the different organisms.
Work in pairs.

Discussion
C

Discuss and answer the following questions. Work in groups.
1)
2)
3)

6

Eagles do not actually live in the river. Why are they part of the river ecosystem?
Imagine that a large factory is built on the edge of the river. List five ways this might harm
the river ecosystem.
List at least 3 nonliving factors that affect a river ecosystem.
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Case study
D

Read the case studies individually. Then, work in pairs answer the questions. Share your ideas
with the class. Think/Pair/Share.
Burmese Pythons cause damage in Florida!
A new visitor, the Giant Burmese Python, is killing off the native mammals
of the Florida Everglades national park. In areas where the python is well
established, rabbits and foxes have completely disappeared. Sightings of
animals such as raccoons, opossums, and deer are down by more than 90%
since the Burmese Pythons were first seen in the Florida Everglades in the
1980s.
How did the Giant Burmese Python travel thousands of miles from the
tropical forests of Myanmar to Florida?
With the help of humans! Perhaps afraid of the snake as it grew so large,
people released their pet pythons into the wild. Other snakes escaped.
The snakes loved their new ecosystem. They adapted very well to the hot,
wet climate of the Florida Everglades because it was similar to their native
environment. There were many animals to eat including birds, rabbits, foxes,
raccoons, and baby deer. The pythons discovered that these animals were
easy to catch because they never learned to be afraid of large snakes since
there were none in the area. So, the pythons had a very easy life, grew and
reproduced. Now they are very well established in the Florida Everglades.
The creatures of all ecosystems are interconnected. As the population of
prey animals such as rabbits, opossums and deer declined, the population
of predators, which rely on those animals, such as bobcats, panthers and
coyotes, declined as well.
1)
2)
3)

E

Vocabulary
A native species is an
organism that has been living
in an area for many years.
They live in the area naturally
and were not brought there
by humans.
An invasive species is a
plant, insect, or animal that
was 1) brought to an area,
usually by humans, and 2)
causes serious environmental
change.

Why are native birds, rabbits, foxes and raccoons so easy for the Burmese pythons to catch?
Burmese pythons rarely eat bobcats, panthers, and coyotes. Why did the population of these animals
decrease due to the invasion of the Burmese python?
What kind of climate do Burmese pythons like?

Read the case study and mind map all the changes that happened when the wolves
disappeared from Yellowstone. Work individually.
Re-introduction of Wolves Causes an Avalanche of Change
Many years ago, wolves lived in the area that is now Yellowstone National Park in northern USA. But
hunters and farmers killed them all. Wolves love to eat elk, a large deer like animal. When there were no more
wolves left, the elk population grew and the elk didn’t have to move around so much since there were no
more wolves to run away from. In the wintertime they stayed near rivers and streams where they could eat
willow trees. Since they had plenty of food, the elk population grew. As the years went by, more and more
willow trees disappeared.
Beavers also eat willow trees. As the willow trees disappeared, the population of beavers declined because
they did not have enough to eat. Beavers build dams across streams out of sticks. These dams provide still,
deep water, which is a good ecosystem for young fish. As the population of beavers declined, the number of
beaver dams did as well. This caused the population of fish to decline.
Then in 1995, the wolves were re-introduced to Yellowstone Park. The wolves hunted the elk, so the elk had to
move all the time. They could no longer stay all winter near the streambeds eating all the willow trees. So the
willow trees grew back. What do you think happened then?
There was more food for the beavers, so the beaver population increased. They built more dams so there
were more ecosystems suitable for young fish, so the population of fish increased as well. The population of
songbirds also increased, because they like to live in the willow trees during the summer. In addition, there
was less erosion along the stream banks because the willow trees helped to prevent it.
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Wolves
disappeared

All members of an ecosystem community are interconnected. When one
community member changes, the other community members change in
response. Each cause (change) has an effect.

Activity: cause and effect
F

Based on the case studies, complete the effect chains individually and then share with the class.

Burmese
Pythons were
relaeased into the
Flordia
Everglades.

Wolves are
reintroduced

Effect A

Effect B

Effect C

Because

Because

Because

Effect A

Effect B

Effect C

Effect D

What are biomes?
The natural environment can be categorized into biomes. Biomes are regions in the world with similar
climate (rainfall, temperature, and elevation). This means that the plants and animals that live in a
particular biome are also similar. Both plants and animals are well adapted for the particular biome they
live in. On our planet, there are 6 major biome types. Each biome contains many different ecosystems.

Reading
G
8

Read about one biome and teach the class about it. Work in groups.
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Marine/aquatic:
The marine biome is the largest biome on earth, covering
about 70% of the earth’s surface. It includes 5 oceans (the
Pacific, Atlantic, Indian, Arctic, and Southern) as well as many
gulfs and bays. Coral reefs are one of the most important
parts of the marine biome as they provide food and shelter to
many types of marine creatures. This biome is changing due
to global warming which is raising ocean temperatures and
making the ocean more acidic. Humans are also harming the
ocean biome through pollution and over fishing.
Freshwater
The freshwater biome is essential to all life forms except for
those that live in the sea. Most of the fresh water (non salty
water) on earth is either frozen (in glaciers or icecaps) or is
underground. The freshwater biome includes lakes, rivers,
and wetlands. The freshwater biome provides homes to many
different kinds of plants and animals, including fish.
This biome also provides water for drinking and irrigation.
Many rivers and lakes are becoming polluted and some
are shrinking because humans are using so much water. In
addition, many rivers are used for damns to provide electricity.
Forest
There are different types of forests on our planet, but all
forests have two things in common: they have lots of trees
and they breathe. While humans and animals breathe
in oxygen and breathe out carbon dioxide, trees breathe
in carbon dioxide and breathe out oxygen. Three of the
most important types of forests are tropical, temperate or
deciduous, and mangrove.Tropical are warm and wet and
most grow near the equator. There are some tropical rain
forests in Myanmar. Amazon is the largest tropical forest
in the world. Temperate or deciduous forests have four
distinct seasons: winter, spring, summer and fall. Most of
trees growing in temperate forests are deciduous trees, they
lose their leaves every year. Mangrove forests are found
in warm, muddy areas along the equator. They grow where
land, freshwater and the ocean meet. Mangroves provide
homes to many marine creatures such as fish, crabs, and
shrimp. Because forests, especially tropical forests, provide so
much oxygen, deforestation is damaging our earth’s
atmosphere.
Tundra
The tundra is the coldest of all biomes and covers about one
fifth of the earth’s surface. Arctic tundra is located in the
Arctic, encircling the north pole. Alpine tundra is located
around the world on mountaintops where the elevation is too
high for trees to grow. Most plants are short and almost no
trees grow in the tundra due to the short growing season and
permafrost, which is a layer of permanently frozen subsoil.
Animals adapt to the long cold winters by breeding and
raising their young very quickly during the summer. Many
animals hibernate in the winter. There are very few reptiles
or amphibians in the tundra biome due to the very cold
temperatures.
ENVIRONMENTal Science basics	
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Grassland
Grasslands, found in every continent except Antarctica, are
large, rolling open spaces. In grasslands, the average annual
precipitation is great enough to support grasses, and in some
areas a few trees. The precipitation is so irregular that drought
and fire prevent large forests from growing. Trees grow only near
rivers and streams. There are two different types of grasslands;
tall-grass, which are humid and very wet, and short-grass, which
are dry, with hotter summers and colder winters than the tallgrassland.
Desert
A desert is an area with very little rain. Like the tundra, deserts
cover about one fifth of the earth’s surface. There are both hot
deserts, such as the Sahara Desert in northern Africa and cold
deserts, located near the Arctic. Animals in this biome are so
well adapted to the lack of water that some never drink water
at all. They get all the water they need from the plants they
eat. Most animals live in holes underground and are nocturnal
(meaning they are awake at night and sleep during the day) to
avoid the fierce sun. Plants that live in the desert are also well
adapted to the lack of water. Some store water in their stems.
Other plants have very large roots systems or few leaves.

Activity: matching
H

In groups of six (each student having studied a different biome), read and match the facts with
the appropriate biome. Work in groups.
Marine

Freshwater

Forest

Tundra

Grassland

A

The coral reef is one of the most important parts of this biome

B

This biome provides one of the most important natural resources

C

This is the coldest of all biomes

D

This biome has the shortest growing season

E

Wetlands are an important part of this biome

F

Animals hibernate in this biome

G

Most animals that live in this biome live underground and come out at night

H

This biome “breathes”

I

Trees in this biome grow near rivers and streams

J

This covers a very large surface of the earth

K

This biome is being harmed by pollution

L

This biome is found everywhere expect in one continent

M

This biome is found in two types in Myanmar

N

Animal in this biome are active at night

10
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Reflection
I

Answer the questions below and discuss how these biomes and ecosystems affect your life.
Discuss in groups.
1)
2)
3)

What biomes are found in Myanmar?
What biome is your community in?
How does the biome affect the lives of people who live there?

Additional Activity
Research more information (online or in a library) about the ecosystems and write in the table the types
of plants, animals and soil you might expect to find in those environments.
Ecosystem (Biome)

Plants

ENVIRONMENTal Science basics			
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Lesson

3

Classification and Biodiversity

Classification
Activity: observation
A

Look around, both inside and outside the room you are in, and classify the things you see, hear
and smell. Work in pairs.
Living organisms
People

Animals

Non-living things
Plants

Natural

Built

Reading
CLASSIFICATION
Classification or Taxonomy is a system scientists have developed to
categorize all living things, from mushrooms to humans. There are 7
different levels. The top level is called Kingdom and the bottom level is called
Species. (See FAST FACTS: How Humans are classified.)

FAST FACTS
How Humans are classified
Kingdom: Animalia
Phylum: Chordata
Class: Mammalia
Order: Primate
Family: Hominida
Genus: Homo
Species: Homo sapiens

SPECIES
A species is a group of living organisms (including plants, animals, birds, insects
and bacteria) that can produce fertile young together. No one knows exactly
how many species there are on our planet. New species are still being discovered.
Sadly, many more species are disappearing, often through human interference.
When a species has entirely disappeared, it is called extinct. A species is called
endangered or threatened when very few members of that species are left.
An endangered species may soon become extinct unless steps are made to
Extinct – A species of
protect it. Some countries make laws to protect endangered species. These laws
animal, insect, bird or other
include forbidding hunting of threatened species and protecting their natural
living organism that no
habitat.
longer exists
Animal Classification
Endangered: a species of
Mammals
= give birth to live young and nurse them with milk.
plant or animal that may
soon become extinct.
		
They have hair or fur and they are warm-blooded.
Birds 		
= have feather and wings. They are warm-blooded and lay eggs.
Fish 		
= breath underwater. They have scales and fins. They are
		
cold-blood and lay eggs.
Reptiles
= have scales and dry skin. They lay eggs and they are cold-blooded.
Amphibians = live on land and water. They have moist skin and webbed feet.
Invertebrates = have no bones and they are cold-blooded.

Vocabulary

B

Exercise
List the animals in the corresponding categories. Work in pairs.

Mammals

Birds

Fish

Reptiles

Amphibians Invertebrates
Owl, dog, iguana, ant, cat,
catfish, lizard, hornbill, shark,
toad, spider, dolphin, parrot,
salmon, frog, butterfly,
salamander, boa, constrictor

12
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Activity: guess
C

Using the numbers on the right, guess the answers to the questions. Work individually.
1)
2)

How many different species of living organisms 		
are there in the world? __________
How many different species do you think there 		
are in each of the following categories:
Mammals _________		
Fungi __________		
Flowering plants _________

29,300

5.1 million

about 400,000

8.7 million

5,416

950,000

Insects __________
Fish ________		

Biodiversity
Brainstorm
D

Read the definiton of “biodiversity” in the box and its
translation in the glossary and brainstorm all the words you
associate with it. Work in pairs.

Reading

Vocabulary
The word biodiversity is a
combination of 2 words: bio +
diversity. Bio comes from the
Greek word bios, which means
life. Diversity means varied,
multiplicity, many different
elements.

Biodiversity refers to the many different kinds of species of
living organisms on Earth including plants, animals, insects, algae and
bacteria. Biodiversity can also exist within the same species of an
organism.
A bio-diverse area has many different kinds of animals, plants, and other organisms, all of which work
together to create a healthy ecosystem. Rain forests and coral reefs are the most
bio-diverse environments on earth.
WHY IS BIODIVERSITY IMPORTANT?
Biodiversity is very important to the health of our planet and loss of biodiversity is one of the most
damaging environmental problems. People are an important factor in changing biodiversity - we are the
only living thing that can change or destroy biodiversity on such a large scale. On the other hand, we are
also the only species that can take action to protect biodiversity.

An example of biodiversity’s importance:
A patch of forest can grow more and bigger trees if the soil is
biodiverse, full of many different organisms that improve the
quality of the soil, such as earthworms and microbes.

Fast Fact: New species in the Greater Mekong
139 new species including 90 plants, 23 reptiles, 16
amphibians, 9 fish, and 1 mammal were discovered in 2014
in Myanmar and the rest of the Greater Mekong region
(Myanmar, Cambodia, Laos, Thailand and Vietnam). Newly
discovered species in Myanmar include the Myanmar
snub-nosed monkey, a new species of dragon fish, a new
frog, and a new type of ginger plant.
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FAST FACTS: Bacteria
Bacteria are tiny organisms made of
a single cell. They are so small they
can only be seen in a microscope.
But bacteria are very important to
all life forms. Some bacteria can
cause disease, even death. But
other bacteria support the health of
humans, plants and animals.
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Case study
Species that have more genetic diversity are more adaptable and are more likely to survive problems. In the
1800s, potatoes were the most important part of the diet for the Irish people. Most farmers grew only one
species of potato - the “lumper” potato species. In the 1840s, the lumper potatoes were attacked by potato
diseaseCASE
whichSTUDY
killed almost all the lumper potato plants. Because potatoes were a major part of the diet, many
people starved to death – it is estimated that 1 out of 8 Irish people died of starvation during the 3 years of the
potato disease. If there were different species of potatoes, some potato plants probably would have survived.
This meant there would have been more food so fewer people would have died.

Activity: survey
E

How many different kinds of trees grow in your area? In small groups collect a leaf from as many
different types of trees as possible. Bring the leaves back to class and compare them with the
leaves other groups collected. Work in groups.

Reading
BIODIVERSITY IS BEING THREATENED
Unfortunately, biodiversity is declining all around the world. There are several important reasons for this:
1)
2)
3)

4)
5)

14

Global warming and climate change.
Habitat destruction and loss. Humans are destroying the natural habitat in many ways, including
clearing land to grow crops and build houses, flooding land by building dams, cutting down forests
for wood, and clearing mangroves to build aquafarms.
Habitat fragmentation is when a large area of land is broken into little pieces; for example, by
building roads and housing developments. This harms animals by forcing them to live in a smaller 		
areas meaning (there is less food for those that remain) reducing genetic diversity, and increasing
conflict between animals and people.
Over killing or over fishing.
Pollution.
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Reading
BIODIVERSITY HOTSPOTS
A bioversity hotspot is an area that has lots of biodiversity and is
in danger of losing this biodiversity through human interference.
These are special areas, full of many different kinds of plants,
birds, insects and animals. Some of these organisms are
endangered, and will become extinct unless humans stop causing
so much harm. Once an organism becomes extinct it is gone
forever – it can never come back. Most biodiversity hotspots have
two things in common: 1) they are located in moist tropical forests
and 2) they include a range of different elevations from sea level
to high mountains.

Myanmar is part of the
Indo-Burman Hotspot, one of
the 34 hotspots around the world.
The Indo-Burman Hotspot includes
almost all of Myanmar, Thailand,
Laos, Cambodia and Vietnam plus a
bit of China, India and Bangladesh.

Activity: survey
Work in pairs. Partner A looks at Extra # 1, Part A. Partner B looks at Extra # 1, Part B. Ask your
partner to give you the missing information/numbers to complete the table.

Vietnam

Thailand

Myanmar

China

Cambodia

Distribution by Country
Total

Vulnerable

Endangered

Species

Critically
Endangered

Global Threat Status

Lao PDR

F

Mammals
Birds
Reptiles
Amphibians
Fishes
Invertebrates
Plants
Total

Case study
26 New species discovered in Myanmar
Twenty-six new species of life were recently discovered in Myanmar (2013).
These species include 14 plants, 7 fish, 4 amphibians and 1 reptile.
Rhinopithecus strykeri, named in honor of Jon Stryker, president and founder
of the Arcus Foundation, is the first snub-nosed monkey to be reported from
Myanmar and is believed to be critically endangered. It is distinctive for its
mostly black fur and white beard and for sneezing when it rains.
ENDANGERED SPECIES IN MYANMAR
Unfortunately, there are more than 400 endangered species of animals and
plants in Myanmar including many species of coral, the Tonkin toad, tufted
deer, Temminck’s flying squirrel, the smooth coated otter, and the saltwater
crocodile. Many of these plants and animals may become extinct unless
people take steps to protect them.
ENVIRONMENTal Science basics		
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Reflection
G

Answer the questions below. Discuss in groups then as a class.
1)
2)
3)
4)

Is our area biodiverse? Why or why not?
Has the biodiversity of your area changed very much in the past 50 years? 25 years? 5 years?
What actions do you think you can do to help protect biodiversity in your area? In the rest of Myanmar?
The following are all threats to biodiversity in different parts of the world. How do these issues affect the
biodiversity in your area? Rank them in order from least to most.
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)

A mine has destroyed and polluted the habitat
There is a lot of illegal hunting
A factory has polluted the land, air and water
Mangroves were cleared for aqua farms
Land has been cleared to build more houses
New roads have been built
An invasive species has eaten many animals
Animals and/or plants have been harmed by disease

Additional Activity
Survey the biodiversity in your area and write a letter to your community leaders/council/
committee explaining the importance of biodiversity and the threats faced in your area. Then,
suggest ways to conserve the biodiversity.

16
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Lesson

4

Matter, Atoms and Molecules

What is matter?
Brainstorm
A

Brainstorm and answer the following questions. Work in small groups.
1) What is water made of? 2) What is air made of? 3) What is soil made of?

Reading
B

Read the text and answer the questions below. Work in pairs.
Everything on earth, everything you can see, taste, touch or smell, from the
air you breathe to the water you drink is made out of matter. Even you
are made of matter. Matter is anything that takes up space and has mass.
Though you cannot see or touch air, you can prove that it is matter by
blowing up a balloon – there is something inside the balloon even though
you cannot see it.

Vocabulary
Mass is the amount of matter
in an object (the amount of
stuff a substance contains).
In common language, mass
means weight.

Even though you may not be able to see or touch or feel
the air, you can prove it has mass by blowing the balloon

Matter can be in one of three states – solid, liquid or gas. All types of matter change from one state
to another depending upon the temperature and the pressure applied. As the temperature gets
hotter, solid matter (e.g. ice) melts into a liquid (water). If the temperature continues to rise the liquid
will turn into a gas (water vapor). The opposite happens as the temperature gets colder. Gases condense
into liquid and then freeze into a solid.
Some substances, such as water, easily change from one state
to another. Other substances require extreme temperatures to
change. For example, oxygen is usually a gas but it will freeze
into a solid when you bring its temperature down to -219
degrees Celsius (219 degrees below zero).
1)
2)
3)

What form is water in at room temperature?
How does liquid water change into gas?
How does water vapor turn into liquid? How does this relate to rain?
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Activity: experiment
C

Conduct the experiments below and note what you observe. Work in small groups.
1)

Experiment 1: Boil some water in a kettle. Notice the steam
that rises when the water begins to boil. Place a plate over
the steam and note what happens.

2) Experiment 2: Put a glass of ice water or a very cold bottle of soda or
water on a desk or table. Note what happens outside the bottle.

Atoms and molecules
Reading
D

Read the text and answer the questions below. Work in pairs.
All matter is made out of atoms. Atoms are the basic building blocks of
matter- of you, water, air, salt, dirt and elephants. You can think of atoms
like mud bricks. Bricks can be used to build a house factory, road or a wall.
Atoms are very, very tiny – about 100,000 times thinner than a human hair.
They are made out of protons, neutrons and electrons. The protons and
neutrons are packed together in the middle of the atom inside something
called the nucleus. The electrons orbit around the outside of the atom.
The rest of the atom is empty space. Every atom has the same number of
electrons as it does of protons, but the number of neutrons can be different.
The amazing thing is that atoms are neither created nor destroyed. All
atoms that are on earth now have been here since the beginning of time.
Your toenail could be made of atoms that were once part of a dinosaur’s
eyelash or in the cup of tea your great grandmother drank 100 years
ago.
How do you make a molecule?
Atoms join together to create molecules by sharing electrons.
Molecules join together to create matter. Molecules are created and
broken apart continuously through chemical processes.
This releases the atoms so that they can form new molecules of a
different substance. It is lucky for us that this happens, because we
would soon run out of oxygen if trees and plants did not break down
molecules of carbon dioxide, releasing the oxygen for us to breathe.
1)
2)
3)

18

What are atoms?
How do atoms join together?
How do molecules break apart?
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Elements and compounds
About 96% of the human
body is made up of just four
elements: carbon, oxygen,
nitrogen, and hydrogen.

Reading
Matter is either an element or a compound:

An element is a pure substance, something made out of only one
thing, one type of atom. Examples of common elements include
Oxygen(O), Hydrogen (H), Helium (He), and Carbon (C). Only 92 different
kinds of elements occur naturally on earth. Humans have produced at least
22 more elements. Every single thing that is on, above and inside our
planet is made out of one of these elements or a combination of several
different elements. What makes one element different from another
is the number of protons contained in each atom. Every element has a
different number of protons. Scientists have organized the elements into
the periodic table (found in Extra #2).
A single element is like a letter in the
- When two or more different kinds of elements combine
alphabet – just as letters can be
they form a compound. Water (H2O), for example, is a
combined to form thousands of different
compound made out of two gases: Hydrogen (H) and
words, single elements can be combined to
Oxygen (O).
form millions of different compounds.

-

Scientists have developed a way to write the chemical formula of different compounds. First is the letter(s)
representing the element, and then a number representing the number of atoms of that element each molecule
contains. For example: H2O is water. Each molecule contains 1 Hydrogen atom and 2 Oxygen atoms. But if you
add one atom of Hydrogen to each molecule it becomes Hydrogen peroxide: H2O2.
Hydrogen + Hydrogen + Oxygen = H2O
Here are some common elements and the state they are in at room temperature.
Element
Carbon

Symbol
C

State at room temperature (21C)
Solid

Oxygen

O

Gas

Hydrogen

H

Gas

And here are some common compounds made of these elements.

E

Compound

Chemical formula

Made out of

Propane

C3H8

Carbon and hydrogen

State at room
temperature (21C)
Gas

Carbon dioxide

CO2

Cabon and oxygen

Gas

Water

H2O

Oxygen and hydrogen

Liquid

Ethanol
(alcohol)

C2H6O

Carbon, Oxygen and
Hydrogen

Liquid

Refer to the text and the chart above and answer the questions below. Work in pairs.
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

What is the difference between an element and a compound?
What makes one element different from another?
How many elements occur naturally on earth? How many have been created by humans?
How do you determine the atomic number of a substance?
When oxygen and carbon are combined, what compound do they form?
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Organic versus inorganic matter
Reading
Matter is either organic or inorganic. Only compounds (not elements) are classified as organic or inorganic.
Organic matter is matter made out of the remains of living organisms. Molecules of organic material always
contain carbon. In common language, organic means natural. Healthy soil contains lots of organic material
such dead leaves. Plants grown in soil rich with organic material and are usually more nutritious than plants
grown in soil with little organic material. Organic foods are grown with only natural fertilizers such as manure
and compost. Many people believe that organic food is healthier than food grown with chemical fertilizers
and pesticides. However, organic food is usually more expensive. Biofuel, which can be used to power cars and
other vehicles, is a type of organic fuel made out of crops such as corn and sugar cane.
Everything that is not organic is inorganic. Inorganic matter can be natural or human made. All chemicals
made in a laboratory are inorganic. Salts, metals and minerals such rubies and diamonds are inorganic as
well. Only a few types of inorganic matter are made from molecules containing carbon. Examples include
diamonds, carbon dioxide and carbon monoxide.

Activity: survey
F

Classify the items below as either organic or inorganic. Then, look around you, both inside and
outside the room you are in, and add 8 other items in each column. Work in pairs.
Biofuel, iron, rubies, leather, paper, salt, wooden table, air, glass, sugar, compost, a metal hammer

Organic Matter

Inorganic matter

Bio comes from the ancient Greek word bios which means life.
Bio refers to anything that is or was alive.

20

Word

Definition

1

Biology

The study of living organisms

2

Biodegradable

Something that can be decomposed by bacteria or another living organism

3

Biodversity

The variety of life in the world or a particular ecosystem

4

Biodynamic

A type of farming that uses only natural, organic fertilizer

5

Biohazard

Something biological that can harm the health of humans or the environment

6

Biomass

a) The total amount of living or recently living organisms in a given area
b) A type of fuel made out of living or recently living organisms
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Reflection
G

Do you think it is worth paying more money
for organic food? Why or why not?
Discuss as a class.

Chemical and physical changes
Reading
Matter is neither created nor destroyed but is always changing. Nothing, not even rocks and
mountains, stay the same.
Changes are either physical or chemical. A physical change affects the size, shape, or form of a
substance, but does not change what the substance is made out of. An ice cube melting into water is a
physical change because the actual substance – water – stays the same. It just changes from one form to
another.
A chemical change happens on a molecular level. Chemical changes create new substances.
A chemical change causes the molecules of a substance to break apart. This releases or frees the atoms
contained in the molecule. These atoms can then join with other atoms to create new substances. Chemical
changes make it possible for the same atom to be recycled again and again. This means that the same atom
can form one substance today and then another substance next week and then another three years from
now. Chemical changes include things like burning and digestion.

Exercise
H

Determine which of the following are physical changes and which are chemical changes.
Work in pairs.
__________		
Burning a piece of paper
__________		
Ripping paper into tiny pieces
__________		Digesting food
__________		
Dissolving sugar into water
__________		
Baking a cake

Additional
Activity Activity
Prepare a short and simple presentation explaining the difference between organic matter/ food and
inorganic matter/food and advocating your opinion on whether it’s worth paying more money for
organic food or not.
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Lesson

5

Food Chains and Food Webs

Overview
Brainstorm
A

Brainstorm and answer the following questions. Work in small groups.
1)
2)
3)

Where does the energy you need to live come from?
Where does the energy that creates the food you eat come from?
What is the main difference between animals and plants?

Reading
A food chain shows the movement of energy and nutrients from one organism to another. Food chains are
sequential, meaning that each link of the food chain follows another in order.
A food web is similar to a food chain as shows the movement of energy and nutrients from one organism
to another. However, it is more complex in that it shows interconnected food chains that link all organisms
in an ecosystem together in a huge web or network.
Example of a food chain:

Exercise
B

Following the example above, list at least three food chains that can be found in your environment.
Work in small groups.
Example of a food web:
1)
2)
3)

Exercise
C

22

Following the example here, draw
one simple food web that can be
found in your environment.
Work in small groups.
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Energy versus nutrient
Reading
All organisms need both energy and nutrients in order to survive.
Energy is fuel, like gasoline for a car. Organisms use energy to grow
and move and reproduce.
Almost all energy that fuels life on earth comes originally from the
sun. Green plants and algae take energy directly from sunlight and
use it to create their own food – carbohydrates - in a process called
photosynthesis. The plant uses some carbohydrates to fuel its own
growth and stores the rest.
Many organisms get most of their energy from carbohydrates, which
break down into sugars. Humans, animals, birds and insects cannot
make their own food. Instead, they must get energy by eating plants
or by eating other living beings that eat plants.
In addition to energy, all living organisms need nutrients. All
organisms including plants and humans will get sick and may die if
they do not get enough of the right kind of nutrients.
Even though plants can create their own food, they still need
additional nutrients to grow properly. They get these nutrients from
the soil.

Vocabulary
Energy: the capacity or
strength needed to sustain
an activity
Nutrient: Nutrients are
substances that organisms
need to function properly

What do you notice about the
word carbohydrate? What
elements do you think it is
made out of? If you guessed
carbon and hydrogen you
are correct. Plants are able
to take hydrogen atoms from
water and carbon atoms from
carbon dioxide and combine
them into carbohydrates.

Important nutrients for plants include phosphorus, nitrogen and
potassium. Therefore these three minerals are the key ingredients of
most fertilizers. Humans also need these three nutrients, which we get
by eating plants. Humans need additional nutrients including calcium,
used to build strong bones and teeth, potassium, used to maintain
healthy blood pressure, and Vitamin A, used to protect eyesight.
Water is an essential nutrient that all organisms need.
Energy is used up or lost

But nutrients are not

Much of the sun’s energy
is used up and lost as it
moves from one organism to
another. Energy is lost as heat
and when an organism moves
or grows. Energy is replaced
by the sun.

Do you remember from Lesson 4 that matter is neither created nor
destroyed? Atoms and molecules that make up matter are constantly
being recycled. Molecules break apart, move around and create new
substances.
In contrast to energy, the nutrients are not lost as they move along
the food chain but are turned into new substances. You will learn
more about how this happens in Lesson 6 – The Earth’s Cycles.

Reflection
D

Think about how you feel when you miss a meal? How do you feel when you don’t eat properly
(amount or kind of food). Work in pairs.
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Levels in food chains
Reading
There are three major levels in all food chains. All food chains begin with
producers. Producers are green plants that capture energy from the sun and
convert it into energy in the form of food during photosynthesis. This energy
is passed on when an animal, insect or bird eats the plant. In the next level of
the food chain are the consumers. These organisms cannot create their own
food but must get it by eating a plant or another
animal. There are three levels of consumers:

Vocabulary

•

Primary consumers (herbivores) get their
energy from eating plants.

•

Secondary consumers (carnivores or
		
omnivores) get their energy from eating
animals that eat plants.
Apex predators (carnivores or omnivores)
– Also called alpha predators or super
predators, are animals that no other animal
eats. They are at the very top of the food 		
chain.

•

Plants

Herbivores: animals which
eat only plants. Grasshoppers,
cows, water buffalos, deer and
elephants are examples of
Herbivores.

Primary
Consumer

Carnivores: animals that eat
only meat. Sharks, eagles, tigers
and lions are examples of
Carnivores.
Omnivores: creatures which
eat both plants and animals.
Humans, bears, rats, and crows
are examples of Omnivores.

Secondary
Consumer

All carnivores are predators, meaning that they kill and eat other
organisms. Prey are the living beings that are eaten.
The last link of the food chain is the decomposers. Most decomposers live
in the soil or in dead trees. You can see some decomposers such as worms,
fungus (mushrooms), slugs and snails. But bacteria, tiny organisms too small
to see without a microscope, are the most important decomposers.
Decomposers get their nutrients and energy from eating – or breaking
apart - manure, dead plants and animals. By doing so, they release nutrients
stored in the dead plant or animal and return them to the soil. The producers
(plants) then absorb the nutrients through their roots and the cycle begins all
over again.

Apex
predators

Decomposers turn what most organisms consider waste into
usable nutrients. If you die, decomposers eat you. If you poop,
they eat that. If a tree loses a leaf, they eat it. Whenever
something that was alive dies, the decomposers get it.

Exercise
E
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List some animals that are both predator and prey. Work in pairs.
For example: frogs (they eat insects and are eaten by hawks and snakes)
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Activity: observation
F

Go to the closest potted plant, garden, or forest, look under the leaves and into the soil and survey
all the decomposers you find. Work in small groups.

Activity
G

Place each organism in the right category. Then add other organisms. Work in small groups.
Frog

Snake

Eagle

Tiger

Spider

Shrimp

Caterpillar

Worm

Buffalo

Mouse

Banana leaf

Algae

Rice

Pig

Bacteria

Human

Ant

Fish

Rabbit

Teak tree

Mushroom

Grasshopper

Corn

Lion

Producers

Primary consumers Secondary consumers Apex predators

Decomposers

H

Arrange these organisms into 5 food chains. Work in small groups.

I

Arrange these organisms into a single food web. Work as a class.
Note: There are more connections in the food web than there are in the food chain.
Producers are plants that are able to make their
own food by capturing energy from the sun.
All food chains begin with a producer.

Decomposers are organisms that get their energy and
nutrients by eating dead consumers and producers.
Decomposers complete the food chain, returning
essential molecules to the producers. Capturing energy
from the sun. All food chains begin with a producer.
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Consumers cannot create
their own food. Instead they
get the energy and nutrients
they need by eating plants or
organisms that eat plants.
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Role of decomposers
The decomposers complete the system, returning essential molecules to the producers

Reflection
J

Reflect and answer the questions. Work in small groups.
1) What would the world be like, if there were no decomposers?
Composting instead of burning!
As the decomposers munch away on dead organic matter including leaves,
stalks and stems they create very valuable nutrients. These nutrients can
be used to feed a new crop of plants. When plants are burned, much of the
energy and nutrients the plant contains is lost as heat energy. Burning also
adds pollution to the atmosphere. So instead of burning plant leaves, stalks
and other parts, pile them in a big heap. Bacteria and other decomposers
will break the plant parts down, and in doing so, will release lots of nutrients,
excellent food for new plants. You can then work this compost back into the
soil in a new field to give new plants valuable food.

Mind-map
K

Mind map the usefulness of composting. Work in small group.

The importance of bacteria
Bacteria plays a very important role all along the food chain.
Bacteria are decomposers. Trillions of trillions of bacteria live in the ocean, in the soil, and in the
atmosphere. Bacteria grow on dead creatures, but they also live inside you and every other living organism.
Though some bacteria can make you sick, “good” bacteria help you and other animals digest food and stay
healthy. You have billions of bacteria living in your intestine. They help break apart the food you eat so that
you can use the nutrients contained in the food.
Scientists estimate that there are five
If all the bacteria living inside you died you would
million trillion trillion bacteria on earth probably die as well.
5000000000000000000000000000000
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Factors affecting food webs
A food web can be misbalanced and changed due to various factors such as lack or absence of bacteria.
Another example is the loss of a top predator. Top predators such as lions, wolves, and eagles help to keep
ecosystems in balance by eating herbivores. When most top predators in an ecosystem are killed off, the
ecosystem gets out of balance.

Exercise
L

Remember the case study of the wolves in Yellowstone National Park in the USA? What happened
when the wolves were killed off?

Case study
What Happens When a Chemical is Added to the Food Web?
To explain the true impacts of chemicals on the food web, we’re going to use the real world example of
mercury poisoning.
Coal-fired power plants burn coal and release mercury into the atmosphere as a byproduct. Over time,
mercury falls to Earth through rain, snow and natural settling. Rain carries the mercury to streams and
rivers and it eventually settles in lakes and ponds. After mercury enters lakes and ponds, bacteria transform
mercury into a more easily absorbed toxic substance called Methylmercury. Aquatic plants, bacteria and
plankton absorb Methylmercury from the surrounding water.
It’s at this point that mercury becomes added to the food web. Eventually, the contaminated plants,
bacteria and plankton will be eaten by predators, such as fish. The Methylmercury toxins will move into the
tissues of the fish and poison a new level of the food web.
Magnifying Up the Food Web
Individual plants, plankton and bacteria only have a small amount of Methylmercury. The problem begins
at the next level of the food web. Fish don’t eat just one plankton or plant – they can eat hundreds or
thousands of them! All the mercury in each of the plankton or plants has now been eaten by a fish and
absorbed into the fat and tissues. After eating 100 planktons, the amount of Methylmercury in the fish is
now 100 times of what it was in the plankton!
It doesn’t stop there. The higher and higher up the food chain you go, the more food is necessary to
maintain energy and activity. If a small fish eats 50 mercury contaminated plants, a large fish might eat
100 small fish, and an eagle or a human eats 100 large fish.
50X100X100 = 500,000 = The concentration of mercury in the eagle or human is 500,000 times larger than
it was in the plankton!!
The process that causes the concentration of a substance to increase as it moves up the food web is called
bioaccumulation. Methylmercury is a famous example of bioaccumulation, because mercury poisoning
causes neurological disorders, reduced reproduction and even death in raptors and mammals. People are
susceptible to mercury poisoning by eating too much contaminated fish.

			Adapted from: https://www.nwf.org/Wildlife/Wildlife-Conservation/Food-Webs.aspx

Reflection
M

Answer the question individually. Share with your partner and then discuss as a class.
1) Why are bacteria so important to you and your environment?
2) What is the major difference between the movement of energy and nutrients between organisms?

Additional Activity
Research online or in the library for types of organisms living in the different biomes and draw a food web
that can be found in each biome.
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Lesson

6

Earth’s Cycles

Major cycles on earth
Remember that the smallest parts of matter – atoms – are
neither created nor destroyed. Instead, molecules are
continuously breaking apart, releasing the atoms to rejoin and
form new molecules, which creates new kinds of matter.
This happens through a variety of different cycles, including the
carbon, oxygen, and nitrogen cycles.

The water cycle
Brainstorm
A

Brainstorm and answer the following questions. Work in small groups.
1) In what form does water exist?
2) Where can it be found and how does it travel?

Activity
B

Look at the following chart and answer the questions. Work in pairs.

Note: The 0.9% of water
counted as other refers to water
that exists as water vapor in
the air or water that is in the
soil and thus not accessible by
humans.

http://water.usgs.gov/edu/watercyclefreshstorage.htm

1)
2)
3)

Where is most of earth’s water located?
Where is most of the earth’s fresh water located?
How much water is fresh water on the surface?

Fill a large glass of water and take a small sip. The water you just
drank represents about how much fresh water exists on earth. All
the water that remains in your glass represents salt water.

28
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Reading
Most of the water (H20) on earth – about 97% is salty ocean water. Only 3% of earth’s water is fresh
water. Most of this fresh water is frozen in glaciers and ice caps (though these are melting rapidly due to
global warming). Only about 1% of all water on earth is usable by humans. Most of this usable water is
stored underground. Only a tiny percentage of earth’s water exists in lakes and rivers.
The total amount of water on earth is always the same, but water molecules are constantly moving around
the world and changing form from liquid to gas (water vapor) to solid (ice). The process of moving the
water and changing its form is called the water cycle.
Here are the main steps of the water cycle.
Energy from the sun makes water in oceans, lakes and rivers evaporate, meaning that liquid water is 		
turned into a gas called water vapor.
The water vapor rises up into the atmosphere until it cools and condenses into clouds.
The water vapor becomes a liquid or solid and falls back to earth as rain, snow or hail. Once water falls
to earth there are a variety of different things that can happen to it:

•
•
•
-

-

Most water falls into the ocean, where it will evaporate and rise up into the atmosphere once again.
Some falls into rivers and lakes. Much of this water evaporates or flows into the ocean. 		
Some is drunk by animals and humans. And a lot of this fresh water is used by humans for irrigation –
about 70% of all accessible fresh water used by humans is used for irrigation.
Water that falls on earth:
• Is absorbed by the roots of plants
• Sinks deep down into underground reservoirs
• Becomes runoff water. Runoff water is water that is not absorbed into the earth. This can
cause flooding and erosion. Runoff happens naturally when a lot of rain falls too quickly
or in places where the land is very steep. Human development is also causing increased run
off. Deforestation increases runoff as do things humans build such as roads and parking lots.
Underground water may be pumped back to the surface through wells and used for drinking, 		
washing or irrigation. Or it may naturally be released through springs.

Discussion
C

Discuss and answer the questions. Work in groups.
1) What steps of the water cycle can you observe in your area?
2) How does water quantity in your nearby river or lake change throughout the year?
3) How do you access water in your area?
4) What affects the quality of this water?
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The carbon cycle
Reading
Carbon is the main building block of life. All living things on earth, both plants and animals, contain carbon and
need a continuous supply of carbon to survive. The human body is about 18% carbon and carbon is found
in almost every cell in our body. Carbon is also found in some nonliving things, including diamonds, graphite
and plastic. All carbon atoms that are here now were here when the earth began billions of years ago. But
carbon atoms are constantly moving and changing form in a complex process called the carbon cycle. Carbon
changes from gas to solid and back to gas as it moves from the atmosphere to the oceans, from plants to
animals, and from living things to non-living things.
Here are the major parts of the carbon cycle:
- Carbon moves from the atmosphere to plants: Plants, both on land and in the sea, absorb carbon dioxide
(CO2) from the atmosphere. Plants use energy from the sun to separate carbon atoms
from oxygen atoms. The oxygen is released back into the atmosphere and the plant converts the carbon
into sugars, which is as food.
- Carbon moves from plants to humans and animals: Humans and animals get carbon from eating plants
(or from eating animals that eat plants)
- Carbon moves from animals and humans to the atmosphere: Humans and other animals release carbon
in the form of carbon dioxide when they breathe.
- Carbon moves from plants and animals to the ground: When plants and animals die the carbon in their
bodies is released into the ground.
- Carbon moves from the soil to the air: Tiny organisms called microorganisms create carbon dioxide by
combining carbon atoms with oxygen atoms. When soil is turned over this carbon dioxide is released back
into the atmosphere. Carbon can also be released into the atmosphere during a volcanic eruption.
- Carbon moves from fossil fuels to the atmosphere: When fossil fuels such as coal, oil and kerosene are
burned to power factories, vehicles or cook stoves, carbon is released into the atmosphere
as carbon dioxide. About 5.5 billion tons of carbon is put into the atmosphere each year by burning
fossil fuels. This is one of the main causes of climate change and global warming.
- Carbon moves from the atmosphere into the oceans: Much of the carbon dioxide (CO2) released into
the air is later absorbed by the ocean. In recent years, the ocean has been absorbing too much CO2.
High levels of CO2 are causing the ocean to become more and more acidic, which is harmful to marine life.
More than 3 trillion tons of carbon dioxide (CO2) exists in the atmosphere.

Discussion
D

Discuss and answer the questions. Work in groups.
1) What would happen if all the plants on earth died?
2) Why do fossil fuels release CO2 into the atmosphere when they are burned?
3) How has human activity added more CO2 to the atmosphere?
4) Why is too much CO2 harmful for the environment?

Activity
E

30

Many millions of years ago a particular carbon
atom was in the bone of a dinosaur. Today the
same carbon atom is in your eye lash.
Using pictures and words show how this carbon
could have changed form and location to move
from the dinosaur to you. Describe at least five
different steps. Work in pairs.
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The nitrogen cycle
Reading
Like oxygen and carbon, living things also need nitrogen to survive. Plants use nitrogen to create stems,
leaves, flowers and seeds. In humans and animals, nitrogen is an important part of amino acids, which are
the basic building blocks of the proteins in our hair, muscles, and skin. Nitrogen is also an important part of
our DNA. About 80% of earth’s atmosphere is made up of nitrogen, making nitrogen the most common
gas on our planet. But most living creatures cannot take in nitrogen gas directly from the atmosphere.
The nitrogen cycle converts nitrogen into different states so that it can be absorbed by different organisms.
It also moves nitrogen between the atmosphere, soil, plants and animals.
-

-

-

Plants get their nitrogen from the soil. Bacteria in
the soil converts or fixes nitrogen into a form
that plants can absorb. Most of these bacteria live
on the roots of legumes such as peas, lentils
and soybeans.
Humans and animals get nitrogen from plants.
Even carnivores such as tigers get nitrogen
indirectly from plants, since the animals they eat
contain nitrogen that originally came from plants.
Nitrogen is returned to the earth when the plant
dies or when animals defecate.

Since nitrogen stimulates plant growth it is often
used in chemical fertilizers. This causes problems
when excess nitrogen flows into lakes, rivers and
ultimately the ocean. The excess nitrogen causes
algae and other aquatic plants to grow too much.
These plants can block the sun from deeper water,
killing fish and causing other problems.

Organic farming methods are better for the
environment because they don’t use chemicals,
which can be harmful to the environment.
There are two organic methods farmers use to add
nitrogen to the soil.
1. They plant a crop of legumes (peas, soybeans,
lentils) as part of crop rotation, since legumes add
more nitrogen to the soil
2. There is also a lot of nitrogen in animal manure
and urine, which is often used to fertilize crops
organically.

Discussion
F

Discuss and answer the questions. Work in groups.
1) Describe the significance of legumes in the global nitrogen cycle.
2) How can farmers return nitrogen to the soil?
3) What is the importance of the nitrogen cycle?
4) How do human activities affect the nitrogen cycle?

The oxygen cycle
Activity: experiment
G

Try this experiment. Work in small groups.
Light a candle, let it burn for a few moments and then cover it with a glass turned upside down.
Observe what happens.
Learning the oxygen cycle will help you understand why oxygen is so
important
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Reading
Most of you is oxygen! And most of this oxygen is in the form of water (H20). About 65% of your body is
water. Oxygen is the most common element on earth. All animals need oxygen to survive and the earth is the
only planet in our solar system with enough oxygen to sustain life. Though most often thought of as a gas,
oxygen can also be solid or liquid. Oxygen makes up about 30% of the earth’s crust and 20% of the earth’s
atmosphere. Oxygen plays a very important role in the atmosphere when it is in the form of O3, otherwise
known as ozone. The ozone layer helps to protect life on earth by blocking some of the sun’s harmful UV rays.
Unfortunately, the ozone layer is being damaged by a variety of chemicals made by humans.
The oxygen cycle is closely linked with the carbon cycle.
Plants absorb carbon dioxide (C02) from the air. Using
energy from the sun, plants split oxygen atoms from
carbon atoms during photosynthesis. They use the carbon
to make carbohydrates for food. The oxygen is mostly a
waste product to the plants so they release it back to the
atmosphere. That’s great for us and for most animals on
earth, including fish, as we need this oxygen to survive.
Our cells use oxygen to burn food and produce energy.

Most of the oxygen we breathe comes
from ocean plants, called phytoplankton.
Trees growing in the Amazon Rainforest
provide about 20% of the earth’s oxygen

These processes release oxygen:
• Respiration – Humans and animals use oxygen during
the process of respiration, otherwise known as
breathing. Fish breathe oxygen that has been dissolved
in water through their gills.
• Decomposition - When plants and animals die they
decompose (rot, decay) and this process uses oxygen.
• Combustion – Oxygen is also needed to make 		
something burn in a process called combustion.
Without oxygen nothing can burn.

Discussion
H

Answer the questions. Work in pairs.
1) Why do you run out of breath when you exercise hard?
2) Where does most of the oxygen you breathe come from?
3) What is the purpose of the Ozone layer?

Additional Activity
Follow the instructions by your teacher and build your mini water cycle.

32
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Lesson

7

Natural Resources

What are natural Resources?
Brainstorm
A

Brainstorm and answer the following questions. Work in groups.
1) What are natural resources?
2) Water is one of the most important natural resources. What are some others? List at least 10 natural 		
resources.
A natural resource is something in nature that people can use. People
do not make natural resources, but gather them from the earth. Natural
resources:
1) Exist naturally in the environment
2) Are required for human survival or are useful to humans in some way

Exercise
B

Classify the following items then answer the question below. Work in pairs.
Mosquitoes
Fish		
Land
Coal		
Solar power
Petroleum
Shrimp		Diamonds

Teak trees
Plastic 		
Copper 				
Cars		
Worms		
Soil			
Firewood
Paper		
Stainless steel
Wind		Iron		Glass

Not a natural resource

1)

Natural Resource

Why are the items in the first column not considered to be natural resources?

Classifying natural resources
Reading
There are several ways of classifying natural resources.
1) Natural resources can be biotic or abiotic
•
•

Biotic natural resources are those that come from living organisms such as trees, plants,
animals or fish. Fossil fuels - coal, natural gas and oil – are biotic natural resources since they come 		
from plants that died millions of years ago.
Abiotic natural resources are those that come from non-living sources. These include land, 		
sunlight,air, water, minerals (such as silver, tin, and iron) and gems (such as rubies and diamonds).
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C

Complete the table below and list at least 5 biotic and 5 abiotic natural resources. Work in pairs.
Biotic

2)

Abiotic

Natural resources can be renewable or nonrenewable
•

Renewable natural resources: The name says it all – these are resources that can re-new 		
themselves. Renewable resources can replenish or replace themselves fairly quickly after they are 		
used. Or they are resources that can never be used up. There are two types:
Plentiful: These natural resources
are always available and are not
affected by human consumption.
Plentiful natural resources
will never run out. Examples include
sunlight, wind and air.

Although air will never run out, it
can become polluted or contaminated by toxins. We must treat this
resource carefully.

Limited: These resources can come back. However, if they are not
used wisely, they could be used up and disappear. Examples include wild fish, fresh water,
and forests.
•

Non-renewable – these are natural resources that take millions of years to make. They are used 		
faster than they can be replaced and eventually will be used up. Fossil fuels and diamonds are 		
an example of non-renewable natural resources.

Question: What are fossil fuels?

D

Complete the table below and list at least 5 items in each column. Work in pairs.
Refer to the list of natural resources at the end of the book or think of your own
Renewable: Limited

Renewable: Plentiful

Nowrenewable

3) Natural resources can be global, national, or multinational
•
•

•

34

Global natural resources are found all over the world and cannot be owned by one nation. 		
Examples include air, wind, and sunlight.
National natural resources are found entirely within the boundaries of one country. Crude 		
oil is one of the most important national resources and can bring great wealth to individual 		
countries. Sometimes countries go to war in order to get control of natural resources
owned by another country.
Multinational natural resources cross international boundaries, such as rivers.
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Rivers are a multinational resource because they often begin in one
country but flow through other countries. Problems and conflict occur when
countries near the top of the river dam the river or divert it for irrigation.

E

Answer the following questions. Work in small groups.
1) What natural resource has made many countries in the Middle East including Saudi Arabia, Kuwait and
the United Arab Emirates very wealthy?
2) What are some of the most important natural resources in Myanmar?

Natural Resource Management
The air we breathe, the food we eat,
the petrol we put in our cars, the water
we drink, the wood and metal and
cement we use to build our homes and
schools and hospitals, are all made from
natural resources.
If we do not use natural resources
carefully they could be destroyed or
used up entirely.

Natural resource management
means using our natural resources
such as land, water, soil, plants and
animals wisely, sustainably and
responsibly, so that these
resources will benefit humans now
and in the future

Effective natural resource management will help protect our existing natural resources so that they will last
and future generations will be able to enjoy them as well.

Activity
G

Listen to the passages read by your teacher, and answer the following questions.
1) What is Natural Resource Management?
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Mind-map
G

Complete the following mind map. Do one about Myanmar and one about your community.
Work in groups.

Important natural
resources of
Myanmar

Non-renewable
natural resources

Abiotic

Reflection
H

Think and answer the questions individually. Then, share with your partner and discuss as a class.
1) How are natural resources managed in Myanmar?
2) How are natural resources managed in your community?
3) How can these resources be managed better?

Additional Activity
List all the items in your Room/ Kitchen or Classroom and name the natural Resources used
to make each item. Then rank the items according to Main Resource type: Renewable limited,
Renewable, plantiful or non-renewable.

36
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Lesson

8

Energy

What is energy?
Brainstorm
A

Brainstorm and answer the following questions. Work in pairs.
1) How do plants get their fuel?
2) What do people and animals use as fuel?
3) What do vehicles use for fuel?
4) What do phone and laptops use for energy?

Reading
Energy is the force that makes
something change or move or grow.
All living organisms, including plants,
need energy to live. Cars and trains and
planes need energy to move. Lights and
computers, fridges and phones all need
energy to work. We need energy
to transport and cook our food.
Energy is a very important part of life!
Fuel is used to create energy and to store
energy until it is used.

Electricity is a very important source
of energy. It can be made from many
different fuels including coal, oil, nuclear
energy, sunlight, and moving water.
Electricity is useful because it is easy to
transport (through electric wires) and
store (in batteries).

There are many different kinds of fuel. Many but not all fuels are made out of carbon.
Like other natural resources, energy:
• Is renewable or nonrenewable
- Renewable energy is made from unlimited natural resources such as sunlight or
natural resources that can be easily replenished such as bamboo.
- Non-renewable energy is made from fuels that cannot be replenished in our lifetime.
Fossil fuels are the major non-renewable fuel.
There are many different kinds of fuel, including the following:
1) Wood
9) Sunlight
2) Natural gas
10) Moving water
3) Coal
11) Wind energy
4) Charcoal
12) Geo-thermal
5) Kerosene
13) Dried animal manure
6) Diesel
14) Methane gas made out of animal manure
7) Garbage
15) Ethanol, a type of alcohol based fuel
8) Gasoline
16) Biodiesel (a fuel made out of vegetable oils and animal fats)

Even garbage can be used as a fuel! Sometimes garbage is
burned and the heat is captured and turned into energy.
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Non-renewable energy- Fossil fuels
Reading
Fossil fuels are so named because they come from the remains of plants and algae that died hundreds of
millions of years ago. That’s right – coal, oil and natural gas are made out of the remains of dead plants.
Remember the carbon cycle? Plants take in carbon atoms from carbon dioxide gas in the atmosphere.
They then use these carbon atoms to build their stems and leaves, their flowers and seeds. These
carbon atoms never go away, even when the plant dies. Instead – over hundreds of millions of years –
the carbon atoms change from plants into fossil fuels. When fossil fuels are burned, the carbon atoms
are released back into the atmosphere and turn in carbon dioxide. Carbon dioxide harms our natural
environment since it is one of the greenhouse gases that causes global warming and climate change.

Why are fossil fuels non-renewable?

Renewable energy
Reading
The energy sources listed below are renewable since they are made from unlimited natural resources.
They are considered to be cleaner than fossil fuels as they do not release greenhouse gases when
used or extracted from the earth. However, even though these sources are cleaner they can still cause
environmental damage.
Solar energy (Fuel Source: Sunlight)
Energy from the sun is captured by solar panels and
turned into electric energy. This electricity is then sent to
the electric grid or stored in batteries. Electricity stored in
batteries can be used to power lights, laptops, phones, TVs
and small appliances.
Hydroelectric energy (Fuel Source: Rivers)
Hydro power is a very old form of energy. These days,
spinning wheels convert river energy into electricity. There
are very small hydroelectric generators that can be placed
in rivers to produce small amounts of energy. These
cause very little environmental damage. However, most
hydroelectric energy is made by building big dams across
an entire river. The water is then forced through a small
opening in the dam where it spins wheels that produce
energy which is converted into electricity.
Wind energy (Fuel Source: Wind energy)
Large spinning turbines capture wind energy and
convert it into electricity. Wind energy has one of lowest
environmental impacts of all energy sources. However,
the large turbines sometimes kill birds. Currently wind
produces only about 1.5% of all international electricity,
but it is growing rapidly.

38
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Geothermal (Fuel Source: Energy from the center of the
earth)
Steam from very hot water deep inside the earth is
captured and used to turn turbines which then create
electricity. As of 2012, five countries (USA, Philippines,
Indonesia, Mexico and Italy) produce most of their
electricity from geothermal sources.
Tidal power (Fuel Source: Ocean tides)
As ocean tides rise and fall the moving water rotates
generators under water which produce electricity.
Tidal power has great potential for the size of oceans.
However its availability is still limited for its high cost.

Biofuels (Fuel Source: Living and recently dead biological
matter)
Biofuels - literally biological fuels - are created from plants
and plant parts including sugarcane, corn, and wood chips.
Ethanol is one of the most common biofuels. Biofuels are
renewable and are cleaner than fossil fuels as they do not
release as much carbon dioxide. However, biofuels might
cause environmental damage since natural rain forests are
cut down to grow corn and sugar cane.
Nuclear energy (Fuel Source: Uranium and plutonium)
Nuclear energy is created by splitting atoms of uranium
and plutonium. This creates a huge amount of energy
which is used to heat water to create steam which is
then used to generate electricity. Currently there are 439
nuclear reactors operating in 31 countries. Nuclear energy
does not produce carbon emissions so many people
consider it to be a clean and renewable source of energy.
However, it does produce radio-active waste which must
be stored very carefully.

Exercise
B

Refer to the chart above and list examples of renewable and non-renewable energy in the chart.
Work individually.
Renewable
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Discussion
C

Discuss your answer in groups.
1) Which forms of energy do you use on a daily basis?
2) Which of the studied sources of energy have you never heard of before?
3) What does your household use to cook food?
4) Have you ever used solar power?
5) What do you think is the best source of energy for:
a) Lighting your home
b) Cooking
c) Powering a vehicle

Additional Activity
•
•

40

Pick one of the studied examples of energy and imagine the scenario where the only energy 		
available on earth is the energy you picked.
Mind map the advantages, disadvantages and impact of the only use of that energy.
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Lesson

9

What is a Healthy Ecosystem?

Overview
Brainstorm
A

Brainstorm and answer the following questions. Work in small groups.
1) How is the concept of an ecosystem different from a natural environment?
2) Provide 3 examples of very small ecosystems.
3) Provide 3 examples of large ecosystems.
4) List at least five ecosystems that can be found in your area.
5) What can you do to protect and promote the health of ecosystems in your area?
6) Why are healthy ecosystems important?

Why are healthy ecosystems important?
Reading
Our lives and the lives of all living organisms depend on healthy ecosystems! We do not live in isolation but
in a community of other living organisms as well as nonliving elements such as water, air and soil. We are
all interconnected. If one member of an ecosystem sickens or dies the health of the entire ecosystem may
be affected. An ecosystem may also be changed by the addition of a new organism, especially an invasive
species.
Among other reasons, healthy ecosystems are important because they:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)

Sustain the life of all organisms living in that ecosystem
Support biodiversity
Provide food, wood, clean water and other resources
Maintain good air, soil, and water quality
Protect us from natural disasters like erosion and floods
Help an area recover from natural disasters
Help maintain a stable climate
Promote healthy, fertile soil which helps produce more fertile crops
Provide aesthetic, social, cultural, recreational and spiritual benefits
Help reduce insect pest infestation

Discussion
B

What are the most important benefits of healthy ecosystems?
Select three of the reasons listed and explain why you think each
reason is especially important. Work in groups.
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What is a healthy ecosystem?
Reading
There are some important characteristics common to all healthy ecosystems.
A healthy ecosystem:
1)

Provides for the needs of all organisms living within that ecosystem. What do all organisms need to
survive? To survive and thrive, most organisms need:
•
•
•
•

2)

4)

42

•
•
•

enough quality food
a balance of predators and prey
suitable habitat

Is biodiverse. This means that there are many different species of plants, insects, animals, birds,
and other organisms living in the ecosystem. A biodiverse ecosystem also has a lot of genetic
diversity within a single type of organism. There are several reasons why biodiversity is an 		
important ingredient of a healthy ecosystem:
a)

3)

clean air
clean water
the right temperature
enough sunlight

b)

Biodiversity helps the entire ecosystem be more sustainable. A sustainable ecosystem is
one that can survive and thrive, an ecosystem that supports itself without outside support
or assistance. Biodiversity helps an ecosystem be sustainable because different species
depend upon one another. If one particular species disappears from an ecosystem 		
there can be a lot of environmental damage.
Biodiverse ecosystems are stronger than ecosystems with limited biodiverstiy. They
are better able to survive and recover from damage. This is true both in natural 		
environments and in manmade environments such as farms. Disease, climate change or
another problem may kill or damage one particular species, but not affect another similar
species. If there are a wide variety of different species, some species will survive and the
damage will be much less.

c)

Biodiversity helps ensure that an ecosystem stays well balanced

Has mostly native, not invasive species.
Native species are living organisms that
are originally from that ecosystem. They 		
are well adapted to their environment and
live in harmony with other organisms.
Invasive species are those that move
into an ecosystem from somewhere else
and cause harm by killing native species
or by consuming the space or resources
(such as food) native species need to survive.

To protect the country from the
negative effects of invasive
species, some countries,
particularly Australia and
New Zealand, have very
strict laws about what types
of agricultural products you
can bring into the country.

		

Is sustainable. A sustainable ecosystem will last as it is into the future
without outside assistance. A sustainable ecosystem has all it needs to
survive.
Biodiversity is one important factor sustainable ecosystems need, but other factors are needed
as well. For example, sustainable ecosystems need the right kind of habitat for all organisms living
in that ecosystem. If the habitat a particular species depends on disappears, that species will
eventually disappear as well. For example, a polar bear needs thick ice to hunt seals. But due to
global warming, polar ice is melting. The population of polar bears is declining as the habitat
they needs melts.
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5)

Is non-toxic. A healthy ecosystem does not have harmful chemicals or poisons in the land, air or
water. Some toxins are easy to see, while others are invisible. Tests need to be done to determine
the levels of invisible toxins.

6)

Has apex predators. Healthy ecosystems include top-level predators to keep the whole system in
balance.

7)

Is in balance – All the organisms in a healthy natural ecosystem are interconnected so that the
whole system is in balance. There is not too much of one particular species.

8)

Is protected by concerned and informed citizens. There are many factors damaging ecosystems
around the world. Some include climate change, deforestation, mining, and population growth.
It is up to people – including you! – to learn how to protect the environment and take steps to do so.

Discussion
C

Discuss and answer the following questions. Work as class.
1) Why are biodiverse ecosystems stronger than ecosystems with little biodiversity?
2) Do you think poisonous snakes should be killed? Why or why not?
3) Are there poisons in your local ecosystems? In your air, water or soil? Explain.
4) How can you educate your local community about the importance of healthy ecosystems?
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How can we promote and protect healthy ecosystems?
There are many things you can do, as individuals, communities and
nations, to preserve and protect the health of the ecosystems around us.

Activity
D

Look at the two action categories below and complete the table by answering the questions.
1)

Don’t cause harm
Don’t do things that harm the natural environment. Here are five suggestions. Try to list five more.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

2)

Don’t pollute
Don’t overfish
Don’t destory critical habitats
Don’t kill off apex predators
Don’t use more than necessary
(from wood to water to plastic bags)

List five more

Actively help
Take action, take responsibility, and make a difference! You can take active steps to help sustain
a healthy ecosystem. Here are five things you can do. Try to list five more.

1. Educate others in your family and
community about the importance of
protecting our natural enviroment
2. Build a fuel-efficient stove (so you use less
wood when cooking)
3. Use more solar energy and less fossil fuels
4. Reduce, Reuse and Recycle
5. Determine what the problems are so you
can take approprite action

44
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Evaluation and Monitoring of the ecosystems around you
Reading
In order to overcome the problems harming an
ecosystem, we need to know what those problems are.
We need to evaluate how healthy an ecosystem is now
and monitor how it changes over time.

Environmental monitoring means
systematically measuring the quality of air,
water, soil, and the health of living organisms
over time.

To evaluate the health of the ecosystem, scientists and
concerned citizens conduct quality tests to measure
factors such as:
•

•
•
•

Water - How clean is the water? What, if any, toxins are present?
How much water is there? How fast is it flowing (for rivers)?
What organisms are living in the water and how healthy are they?
What is the average temperature? How acidic is it (for oceans)?
Air – What toxins are present? What greenhouse gases are present and
how much of each? What is the temperature?
Soil – How much organic matter is in the soil? What living creatures live in the soil?
Are any poisons present?
Invasive species – Are there any invasive species? If so, how are they damaging the 			
ecosystem?

When trying to determine the environmental health of a region or country people will look at the following:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Number and extent of protected areas.
Extent of wetlands
Status of fish stocks
Amount of wildlife
Waste disposal
Sewage treatment

Reflection
E

Discuss as a class.
What are the social and economic costs/problems of unhealthy ecosystems?

Additional Activity
Map two ecosystems near you and evaluate how healthy there are. Use as many of the indicators
you learned in this lesson as possible. Then write a proposal answering the following questions:
1) What action should be taken to improve the health of your environment?
2) Who should be involved?
3) Outline an action plan or strategies to realize these actions.
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Overview of Myanmar’s Natural
10 Environment

Lesson
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Myanmar: A Land of Rich Biodiversity
Reading
Myanmar is among the most biodiverse countries in southeast Asia. Almost all of Myanmar is located
inside the Indo-Burma Biodiversity Hotspot, one of the world’s 34 “richest and most threatened reservoirs
of plant and animal life” as identified by Conservation International. Myanmar’s terrain ranges from
glaciers in the north to coral reefs in the south. It has four main physical areas: mountains in the north,
highlands in the east and west, plains in the central area, and fertile delta regions in the south.
It is rich in natural resources and home to a wide variety of wildlife.
Here are some reasons why Myanmar is so biodiverse:
•
•
•
•

It has a wide range of elevation - from 0 meters along the coast to 5,881 meters at the top of
Hkakabo Razi, the tallest mountain in Myanmar. This wide range of elevation provides many different
ecosystems and habitats.
Myanmar has almost 2,000 km of coastline and 800 islands.
About 45% of Myanmar’s land is forested, and there are a variety of different types of forests
providing habit for many different kinds of plants and animals
It has four major river systems

Some of the factors endangering Myanmar’s biodiversity include:
Deforestation, habitat destruction, increased agriculture, mining, growth of rubber and palm oil
plantations, population growth, pollution, overfishing, and wildlife trade

Discussion
1)
2)
3)

Why does Myanmar have so much biodiversity?
What are some of the reasons why Myanmar’s biodiversity is threatened?
How should Myanmar’s biodiversity be protected?

Activity: survey
Survey the biodiversity of your environment by answering the questions below and prepare a
simple presentation to share with your family and neighbors.
1)
2)
3)

How biodiverse is you environment?
What are the main threats to biodiversity in your region?
How should biodiversity be protected in your environment?
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Animal Species in Myanmar
Reading
The varied ecosystems of Myanmar provide habitats for many different kinds of animals and birds. There
are 257 mammal species in Myanmar, ranging from flying lemurs to gibbons, and from bats to dolphins,
and from elephants to the closely related dugong (a large, gentle vegetarian mammal that lives in the sea).
Of these, 14 mammals are endangered, such as tigers, Red Pandas and the Javan Rhinoceros. Myanmar
is home to almost 300 different species of reptiles including the Burmese python, the Indochinese spitting
cobra, the Elongated tortoise and the Siamese crocodile. Twenty species of these reptiles are classified
as endangered. More than 1,060 species of birds have been recorded in Myanmar, including the grey
peacock-pheasant, the national bird of Myanmar. Of these, 51 birds are endangered.

Discussion
1)
2)
3)

What animals or trees have disappeared in your area?
Are there any endangered animals in your area?
What would happen if some species disappear from Myanmar? From the earth?

Activity
Learn about and list the names of trees/plants and animal species found in your area. Complete
the table and compare with a partner.
Common

Rare

Tree/plant species
Animal species
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Myanmar’s Climate
Reading
Most of Myanmar has a tropical monsoon climate. It has high humidity, lots of sunlight, and high rainfall
(during the rainy season). This type of climate is affected by the monsoons. The monsoons are the seasonal
change in wind direction, which controls how much rain there is. Winds blow from the ocean to the land
during the hot summer months, bringing rain. In the winter, the winds blow from the land to the oceans
and there is little rain. There are three seasons in most of Myanmar: it is cool and dry from November to
February, hot and dry during March and April, and hot, rainy and humid from May through October.
Myanmar’s climate changes as the elevation climbs. Both temperatures and humidity (the total amount
of water in the air) drop as the elevation gets higher. In the highlands of Shan State and Chin State
temperatures can drop to near freezing in the winter. Above 4,000 meters, the climate is cold enough for
snow.
The average annual rainfall in Myanmar ranges from 5,000 mm along the coast to 840 mm in Mandalay,
which is in the Dry Zone. The annual temperature averages between 22 and 27 degrees C, though in the
mountains the temperature drops below 0 C.
Because of global warming (the accumulation of greenhouse gases such as carbon dioxide in the
atmosphere), Myanmar has become hotter over the past 75 years.

Activity
1)

Look at the charts and complete the following table:

1

Hottest months

2

Coolest month

3

Wettest 3 months

4

Driest 2 months
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2)

Look at the graph to complete the following table. The first cell has been completed for you.

Jan
1990-2012

July

18.5

1930-1960

Oct
Temperature in
degrees C

Discussion
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

50

Which part of Myanmar has the most rain?
Which season do you like the best? Why?
Have you, or your older neighbors or family members noticed that the temperatures are 		
getting warmer over the past few years?
What do you think will happen if temperatures continue to rise?
What human activities do you think cause global warming?
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The Marine Ecosystem
Reading
The marine environment is one of the largest and most important ecoregions in Myanmar. The coastline
stretches 2,000 km from Bangladesh to Thailand. More than 800 islands belong to Myanmar including many
in the Mergui Archipelago, off the coast of southern Myanmar. There are several bodies of water along
Myanmar’s coast, including the Bay of Bengal, the Andaman Sea and the Gulf of Martaban. All of these are
part of the Indian Ocean.The marine environment is made up of different ecosystems. The following are
important to Myanmar:
• Coral Reefs
Coral reefs and rain forests are the most biodiverse ecosystems in the world. Healthy coral reefs are essential
to the health of the marine ecosystem since they provide habitat and food that support thousands of
species of fish and other marine creatures. They are important economically for Myanmar since many
Myanmar people depend on fishing for their food and income. Coral reefs also protect the coastline from
big waves and erosion. Unfortunately, coral reefs all over the world are being killed for a variety of reasons
including rising ocean temperatures and acidity.
• Mangrove forests
The mangrove ecosystem is also a very important part of the marine environment. Mangroves forests
stabilize the shoreline, protecting it from erosion and from the effects of cyclones and seasonal flooding.
Mangrove forests provide an important habitat for migratory birds and, like coral reefs, protect the young
of many different types of sea organisms. Thus, these forests are also crucial for the fishing industry that is
an important livelihood for many people living near the coast. Mangrove forests grow in river deltas and in
muddy coastal areas. The trees can tolerate salt and are flooded by seawater during high tide. Of the total
mangrove areas in Myanmar, 46% is located in the Ayeyarwaddy Region, 37% in the Tanintharyi Region
and 17% in Rakhine State. Unfortunately, mangrove forests are being cut down at a rapid rate to provide
space for shrimp farms and other human activities.
• Seagrass Beds
Seagrasses are flowering plants that grow in shallow marine waters near the coast. Seagrass beds are also
an important part of the marine ecosystem. They provide food and shelter for many sea creatures including
crabs, fish and the endangered dugong. Seagrass beds also stabilize the sea floor and protect the coastline
by reducing waves and the effects of currents. They also trap small particles floating in the seawater, which
would otherwise harm coral reefs.

Discussion
1)
2)
3)

Where are most of the mangrove forests located in Myanmar?
Why are coral reefs an important ecosystem?
What benefits do seagrass beds provide?

Activity
Research and draw a mind-map of all the consequences of damaging the marine ecosystem.
You can use categories such as : environmental, economic, or social damages/ consequences.
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Myanmar’s Forests
Reading
Forests are one of Mynamar’s most important natural resources. In comparison to neighboring countries,
Myanmar still has large areas of natural forest. Currently about 45% of Myanmar is forested, which is
down 70% since the time of independence in 1947. About 10% of Myanmar forest is primary forest,
which are forests that have never been cut down and are the most biodiverse type of forests.
Forests are important for several reasons. First of all, if well managed, forests provide important resources
for people in the form of valuable timber or wood for fuel. They also help protect the health of the natural
environment in several ways. Forests provide oxygen as well as habitat for many species of birds and
animals. They also help prevent erosion and flooding by holding the soil and absorbing water.
Forests adapt to the their environment. Different types of forests grow in different areas depending on how
high the area is, how much rain falls, what the soil is like and how close to the sea it is. Because Myanmar
has such a wide range of different climates, it has many different types of forests.
Here are the most common types of natural forests:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mixed deciduous forest, which covers 39% of forested areas, across all of central Myanmar.
Deciduous trees are those that lose their trees seasonally.
Hill and temperate evergreen forests cover 26% of forested areas. This type of forest is located at 		
higher elevations in western, eastern and northern Myanmar. Evergreen trees are those that
have leaves all year long.
Tropical evergreen forest, which covers 16% of Myanmar’s forested areas.
Dry forest (10%) can survive with little water and grow mostly in the dry zone.
Mangrove and swamp forests, which grow in the delta, along the eastern and southern coasts, and on
Myanmar’s many islands. Much of this type of forest has been cut to make room
for agriculture.
Pine forests grow in northwest Myanmar at elevations between 1,500 and 2,500 meters.

People have been planting forests to produce valuable timber in Myanmar since 1856, and managed 		
forests are an important type of agriculture. Teak trees are the most common species planted.
Other commercially planted species include pyinkado, padauk, pines, acacias and eucalypts.

Fast Fact
Myanmar is home to:
• 2,088 tree species of which 1,347 species 		
are big trees and 741 species are small trees
• 85 of these species provide premium quality 		
timber
• 1,696 species of shrubs
• 96 species of bamboo
				 Source: www.fao.org
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1. Khakaborazi national park

States and divisions

2. Indawgyi lake wildlife sanctuary

a = Kachin state

3. Chatthin wildlife sanctuary

b = Sagaing division

4. Alaungdaw Kathapa national park

c = Chin state

5. Maymyo botanical garden

d = Shan state

6. Nat Ma Taung (Mt Victoria) 		
national park

e = Mandalay division

7. Popa mountain park
8. Inle lake wetland sanctuary
9. Shwesettaw wildlife sanctuary
10. Sein Ye forest camp
11. Moneyingyi wetland wildlife 		
sanctuary
12. Myaing Hay Wun elephant camp
13. Hlawaga park
14. Yangon zoological garden

f = Magwe division
g = Rakhine state
h = Kayah state
i = Bago division
j = Ayeyarwaddy division
k = Yangon division
l = Kayin state
m = Mon state
n = Thaninthayi division

15. Meinmahla Kyun (island) wildlife
sanctuary

Discussion
1)
2)
3)
4)

What is the most common type of forest in Myanmar?
Which type of forests grow in the delta and along the coasts of Myanmar?
How do forests help protect the health of the natural environment?
How many different species of trees are there in Myanmar?

Activity: survey
Survey the types of forest that grow in your township or state. Investigate how these forests are
managed and how trees are used.
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Dry Zone
Reading
A dry zone is an environment which has less than 40 inches (101.6 cm) of rain per year. Myanmar’s
dry zone is in the center of the country and includes the regions of Mandalay, Magway and Lower
Sagaing. It is a flat area at a low elevation between the Shan Highlands to the east and the Rakhine,
Yoma and Chin Hills to the west. It covers a little over 10% of the total area of Myanmar and is home
to 1/3 to 1/4 of the population of Myanmar (figures vary depending on the source).
It is hot and dry - much of the dry zone is totally rainless for 7 months of the year. Because of poor
soil, lack of water and other issues, most people who live there are very poor and struggle to support
themselves. Myanmar’s dry zone is one of the poorest areas of the country. Many people are food
insecure, which means they do not have a dependable food supply.
Myanmar’s dry zone is sometimes called the “oil pot” of Myanmar because a lot of edible oil crops
such as sesame and groundnut, which can survive with little water, are grown in the area.
The Irrawaddy River, the most important Myanmar river, flows through the dry zone. Near its banks,
where irrigation is possible, farmers are able to grow rice.
Australian Centre for International Agricultural Research (ACIAR) Report
Across the Central Dry Zone (CDZ), rainfall variability is high, water-use efficiency is low, vegetation
cover is sparse and the soil is severely degraded – eroded and of low fertility. Smallholders farming
in these environments face considerable challenges in achieving food security, while land managers
lack the resources and capacity to support sustainable agricultural development. ...Salinity (salt) is
a particularly serious issue in the CDZ due to saline sub - soils, high evapotranspiration rates and
restricted outward drainage of groundwater.
						
Official blog from ACIAR on 16 April 2014

Discussion
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

How much of Myanmar is designated as Dry Zone?
Why is the soil of the dry zone of such poor quality?
What do you think “water-use efficiency is low” means?
Why is Myanmar’s Dry Zone called the “oil pot” of Myanmar?
What does “food insecure” mean? Do you know anyone who is food insecure? Explain.

Activity
Refer to the ACIAR Report. Brainstorm and propose solutions and strategies to overcome the
challenges faced in the dry zone.
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Fresh Water
Reading
Fresh water ecosystems include wetlands, lakes, and rivers:
Wetlands
Wetlands are areas covered with shallow water at least part of the year. The water is shallow enough
for water loving plants to grow. In Myanmar there are two types of wetlands, both of which are
an important part of a healthy environment: coastal and inland. Coastal wetlands form a border
between the sea and the land. Coastal wetlands in Myanmar are mostly mudflats, swamp forests
and mangroves forests. They exist in the delta, along the coasts and on the edges of islands. Inland
wetland ecosystems have fresh water and include rivers, lakes and fishponds, marshes, and seasonally
flooded plains.
Wetlands are an important part of a healthy ecosystem because they:
•
•
•
•

Provide food and protection for many kinds of fish and other aquatic animals
Provide essential food and habitat for many bird species, especially for migratory birds.
A series of wetlands along the flying routes of migratory birds is essential to their survival.
Without wetlands to provide food and shelter, some birds will soon become extinct.
Help prevent flooding and erosion
Filter and clean water

Wetland ecosystems are also directly beneficial to humans because they:
•
•
•
•
•

Stop sea water from getting into the agricultural areas
Help prevent costal land from erosion and storms
Provide medicinal plants
Support the fishing industry by providing habitat for young fish
Can boost ecotourism because many tourists enjoy bird watching

Some of the most important inland wetlands in Myanmar are located:
•
•
•
•

In the Irrawaddy, Chindwin and Sittoung river basins
Around the edges of Indawgyi Lake in northern Myanmar. During the winter, these 		
wetlands provide food and habitat for almost 100 species of migratory birds, including
some that come from as far away as Siberia.
Around the edges Inle Lake
In Moe Yun Gyi Wildlife Sancurary, near Bago, about an hour north of Yangon.

Rivers
There are four important rivers in Myanmar:
•

•

The Irrawaddy (Ayeyarwady) is Myanmar’s largest river and most important commercial
waterway. It starts at the junction of the N’mai and Mali Rivers, in Kachin State and 		
flows south for 2,170 kilometers (1,350 miles) to the Andaman Sea. The volume of the
Irrawaddy changes during the year, becoming much higher in the summer because 		
of the monsoon rains and melting glacier ice in northern Myanmar. It is a major
transportation route for both passengers and goods. It is also a very important source 		
of irrigation water required to grow rice and other crops. It is home to 43 fish species 		
and the rare Irrawaddy dolphin. The Irrawaddy River brings fertile sediment and soil as it
flows south through the delta and then into the Andaman Sea, which helps to make the
delta very valuable agricultural land.
The Chindwin River flows through difficult to access mountain ranges and forests so it has
not been very damaged by humans.
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•

•

Sittaung River flows for 420 kilometers from the Shan Plateau southeast of Mandalay to the Gulf of
Martaban. At its mouth it is strongly affected by the ocean tides, which makes it difficult for boats
to navigate. It is used mostly to float timber. Less soil washes down than the Irrawaddy so its delta
is not as fertile.
Salween (Thanlwin) River begins in China and flows 1,325 km south across the Shan Plateau in
eastern Myanmar.

Lakes
•

•

Indawgyi Lake located in Kachin State in northern Myanmar covers an area of 116 square 		
kilometers (45 square miles) and is Myanmar’s largest lake. It was probably created by
an earthquake many years ago. It is still very pristine, meaning that it has not yet been damaged
very much by humans. It is an important feeding ground for migrating birds.
Inle Lake, a shallow lake located on the Shan Plateau covers 67 square kilometers (26 square miles)
and is Myanmar’s second largest lake. It is the remains of an inland sea that is still shrinking. 		
It is being damaged by the facilities built for the huge numbers of tourists who visit the area each
year. In June, 2015, Inle Lake was designated as the first UNESCO Biosphere Reserve in Myanmar.
It provides habitat for turtles, fish, otters, and many birds, including the endangered Sarus crane.

Discussion
ated?
2) What is the volume of the Irrawaddy River?
3) Complete the table below.
Wetlands are beneficial to the natural
environment because:

Wetlands are beneficial for
humans because:

Activity: research
Research online or in your local library to better understand the economic and social benefits
of wetlands, lakes and rivers in Myanmar.
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Human Environments
Reading
The human or built environment has a huge impact on Myanmar’s natural environment. In addition
to urbanization (towns and cities), three human activities that have a huge impact on the natural
environment include agriculture, mining, and hydroelectric dams.
Agriculture
Agriculture is essential to human life as it provides the food people need to live. Agriculture is also a major
source of income for Myanmar, both on the national and individual level. Agriculture is the main source
of national income. It provides 60% of Myanmar’s Gross National Product (the total value of goods
and services produced by a country in one year) and employs 65% of Myanmar’s labor force. Rice is the
primary crop. Other important crops include beans, sesame, groundnuts, sugar cane, timber as well as
fish. In recent years, extensive rubber and palm oil plantations have been planted and these are likely to
expand. The biggest environmental impact of agriculture is that so many forests are cut down, wetlands
are drained and other natural habitats are destroyed to make room for crops. In Rakhine state for example,
many hectares of mangrove forests have been cut to establish shrimp farms. Other problems include the
use of harmful pesticides, herbicides and fertilizers. A third problem is that so much water is being used to
irrigate crops that some water sources are beginning to run dry.
Dams
There are almost 200 large dams in Myanmar that have been built to produce electricity.
Hydroelectricity has many advantages. Unlike fossil fuels, it is an environmentally friendly, clean source
of energy because it doesn’t pollute the air and it produces no greenhouse gases. It is also renewable
because water itself is not reduced or used up in the process of creating it.
However, dams harm the natural environmental and negatively affect people living nearby. Dams prevent
fish and other aquatic life from moving freely and stop the movement of nutrient rich sediment from
flowing downstream. Dams also flood large areas of land forcing many people to move. Dams can break
during natural disasters such as earthquakes. One of the reasons the Myitsone dam is so controversial is
because it is located near the Sagaing fault line. If an earthquake destroyed the Myitsone Dam, the lives of
hundreds of thousands of people living there it would be endangered.
Mines
Myanmar is enriched with valuable minerals such as copper and jade. As these minerals are buried deep
in the earth, large mines are built to bring these precious minerals up to the surface. The minerals bring
important income, but there is a large environmental and social cost. Chemicals used in the mining process
contaminate the soil and groundwater nearby. This often harms people and animals in the area. People
are often forced to relocate from areas where mines are dug. The most controversial mine in Myanmar is
probably the Letpadaung copper mine project in the Sagaing region of northern Myanmar.

Discussion
1)
2)
3)

What are the advantages of hydroelectricity?
What do you think? Should the Myitsone Dam be built or not? Is the energy it could produce
worth the damage it causes?
Why is agriculture so important?
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Activity: research
Pick one of the following topics, conduct research on it and share your findings in a presentation.

58

1)

The product chain of a mineral (jade, gold, etc). What is the extraction site location and 			
conditions? What is the production process? What is the commercialization process? What are the
exportation destinations? What is the price variation; between price at production and exportation
prices? What are the environment and social costs?

2)

The agricultural activities in your community or nearby where you live. What crops are 		
cultivated? What farming methods are used? Is it organic farming or chemical farming? Are there any
environmental problems due to agriculture? Are their large-scale rubber or palm oil plantations? Are 		
the crops mostly sold locally, or transported to distant locations? Is their fish farming in your location?
Is their slash and burn agriculture? Has farmland been damaged by flooding? Do many people
grow food for their own consumption?
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Projects Package
The projects below are designed to help you improve your knowledge as well as practice the skills you have
acquired in this course.
A)
B)
C)
D)
E)
F)

Research project: Topic of choice
Survey: Environmentally friendly practices in your context
Survey: How healthy is your environment?
Interviews: Public opinion on a topic of choice
Observation: Study your local environment
Personal action
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A) Research project: Topic of choice
The research project aims to expand your knowledge on specific topics. This project can be done
individually or in small groups (2-3 students).
To finish this project, follow the steps below:
1) Select an environmental topic of your interest (examples below)
2) Formulate a question of research
3) Conduct the research: collecting and analyzing information
4) Prepare a written paper (2-4 pages), answering a question on the topic
5) Give an oral presentation (5-10 minutes), allowing time for questions and answers.
Tips: Resources to find information include: internet, books available in your school or town library and
materials contained this course. You may also interview experts in the subject you are researching.
Topics could include:
1) Myanmar forests
2) Timber production in Myanmar
3) Managed forests
4) The islands of Myanmar
5) The rivers of Myanmar
6) The mountains of Myanmar
7) Waste disposal
8) Solar energy
9) Wind energy
10) Hydroelectric energy
11) A particular animal
12) Organic agriculture
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B) Survey: Environmentally friendly practies in your context
The survey project will help you to learn more about local practices in your community. This project can be
done individually or in small groups (2-3 students sharing the same community).
This survey is a list of questions designed to gather information from a group of people. Respondents
may fill out the survey themselves, or the researcher can ask the questions orally and record the answers.
Respondents may include farmers, villagers, government officers, young people, and environmental
activists.
Questionnaires should be simple and easy to fill out; each question should ask only one thing and the data
should be easily quantifiable.
For the survey, you can use the example questionnaires below or make your own according to your topic of
choice. You can use more than one questionnaire for the same topic.
Topics could include:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Environmentally friendly farming practices
Plastic bag use
Natural resources use and management
Water cycle and use in the household
Transportation means
Toilet systems

Survey #1: Environmentally friendly farming practices
Farmer:
Questions

Answers

1

Do you use organic farming methods

Yes

No

2

Do you know what compost is?

Yes

No

3

Do you use compost to fertilize your fields?

Yes

No

4

Do you use chemical fertilizers?

Yes

No

5

If so, what kind do you use?

6

Do you use manure as fertilizer?

Yes

No

7

Do you use chemical pesticides?

Yes

No

8

Do you rotate crops?

Yes

No

9

What do you do with your organic waste?
Check all that apply.

Feed it to animals
Burn it
Compost it
Just leave it on the ground
Other:
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Survey #2: Plastic bag use:
Plastic bags are very damaging and this is a relatively easy form of pollution to give up. Choose a location
and determine how many plastic bags are used and what happens to plastic bags. Example locations are:
markets, villages, and in the household.
Location: ______________
Questions

62

Answers

1

What do you sell or buy?

_____ Vegetables and Fruit
_____ Packaged goods
_____ Other

2

How many plastic bags do you use per week?

_____ 0 – 24
_____ 25 – 49
_____ 50 – 100
_____ 100 – 200
_____ More than 200

3

How much money do you spend on plastic bags per
week?

4

How many people refuse plastic bags and bring their
own re-usable plastic bags or a basket? or
How often do you refuse plastic bags and bring your
own re-usable plastic bags or a basket?

Out of every 100 customers/time per
month:
_____ 0 - 4 people/times per month
_____ 5 – 10
_____ 11 – 20
_____ 21 – 30
_____ 31 – 50
_____ More than 50

5

Do you automatically give people a plastic bag or do
you ask them first?

_____ Ask
_____ Automatically give

6

How do you use the old plastic bags?

7

Where do you put the destroyed plastic bag?
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C) Survey: How healthy is your environment?
The survey project will help you to better understand the health of your environment. This project can be
done individually or in small groups (2-3 students sharing the same environment).
To maximize learning from this project, follow the steps below:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Complete questionnaire # 1: What is your local natural environment like?
Complete questionnaire # 2: How healthy is your natural environment?
Discuss your summarized findings with your class
Take actions to improve the health of your environment

Questionnaire # 1: What is your local natural environment like?
Before deciding where to go, you need to know where you are. Here are some questions to get you thinking
about the natural environment in your area:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)
13)
14)
15)

What is the temperature outside? Is this temperature normal for this time of year, or is it 		
hotter or colder than usual?
When did it last rain? Does it rain a lot in your area? Do you know how much rain your area 		
gets in an average year? Is there a rainy season, or does it rain throughout the year?
Is flooding a problem in your area?
If you walk from your school for 10 minutes how many different kinds of trees will you see?
Have you ever seen a wild animal in your area?
Is there a body of water nearby, such as a river, lake or the sea?
Is there a forest you can walk to?
Are there many crops grown in your area? If so, what kind?
What sort of fuel do most people use to cook?
What happens to the sewage in your community?
Where do you get your drinking water from?
Do most people in your community use toilets? Are they flush toilets or pit toilets?
What happens to the waste in your community? Is there a pick up service, do you burn it? 		
Bury it?
Do you grow any of your own food?
Where does most of the food you eat come from? Is it grown in the local area? Does it 		
come from somewhere else in Myanmar or from a different country?
Do you have running water in your home? If not, how far away is your water source?
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Questionnaire #2: How healthy is your natural environment?
Determining factors harming your local ecosystems will help you to decide what type of project you would
like to do. Here are some questions to get you thinking.
Questions

Answers

1

Overall, how healthy is your local environment/
ecosystem?

1
2
3
Very sick

4

5

6

7

8 9 10
Very healthy

2

How informed and aware are people in your
local community about the importance of
environmental health?

1
2
3
Not at all

4

5

6

7

8 9 10
Very aware

3

How much do people in your community care
about the health of the natural environment?

1
2
3
Not at all

4

5

6

7

4

How much non-biodegradable litter (trash made
out of plastic, metal and other materials that
do not rot) do you see as you walk around your
neighborhood?

1
2
A lot

3

4

5

6

7

8

5

How much non-biodegradable trash do you see
in local water sources?

1
2
A lot

3

4

5

6

7

8

6

What happens to most of the garbage in your
community?

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

7

Where do you get your drinking water?

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

8

9

64

Where do you get your washing water?

1.
2.
3.

What do you or your family use for cooking fuel?
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10
They care a lot
9
10
Not much

9
10
Not much

It is burned
It is buried
It is just dumped in a stream bed or by
the side of the road
The government municipality collects it
and takes it away
Other _______________________
From a tap inside my house
I buy it
From a tap or well outside the house but
less than a 5 minute walk away
From a well more than a 5 minute walk
away
From a river or lake
Other ____________________

4.
5.
6.

From a tap inside my house
I buy it
From a tap or well outside the house but
less than a 5 minute walk away
From a well more than a 5 minute walk away
From a river or lake
Other ____________________

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Electric stove
Gas/kerosene stove
Charcoal
Wood we buy
Other __________________
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10 What do most people use for power?

1.
Electricity provided by the government
2.
Solar power from solar panels on/around
our homes
3.
Kerosene
4.
Other ____________________________

11 Where does the raw sewage go?

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

To a town septic system
To a septic tank buried under the ground
Into an unsealed pit dug into the earth
It just drops onto the ground
Directly into a river or lake
Other ____________________________

12 Do you know of any farmers who compost and use
compost as fertilizer?
13 Where do farmers get chemical fertilizer from? Are
the directions in a language local people can read?
14 List all the wild animals you or any of your group
members have ever seen in the local area.
15 List any wild animals that used to live in the
area that no longer do so (i.e. Animals that older
members of your community may have seen long
ago).
16 If you live near the sea or a river or a lake – has
the fish population changed much in recent years?
How so?
17 Are there any invasive species that you are aware
of? (plants, animals or insects)
18 Do you live near a large dam?
19 Are their mines in the area?
20 Are there large factories or power plants in the
area?
21 What are the biggest environmental problems in
your community?
22 To your knowledge has there ever been any
environmental tests or surveys done to measure
the environmental health in your local community?
23 Are there any people or organizations currently
working to protect the natural environment?
24 Are there any national parks or protected areas
nearby?
25 Has your local environment been damaged by
floods in recent years?
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D) Interview: Public opinion on a topic of choice
Conducting in-depth interviews is similar to conducting surveys and questionnaires but enables you to
get more detailed information. You can ask open-ended questions and ask for more information which
is not really possible when using questionnaires or surveys. Respondents may include farmers, villagers,
government officers, young people, and environmental activists.
Here are some questions you could ask:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
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What are the most serious environmental problems in your area? Why?
If you could solve one environmental problem, what would it be? How?
Would you be willing to pay more money for organic food? Why or why not?
Would you be willing to teach others about environmental problems and what can be done to
overcome them?
What is global warming? What impact does it have?
What is climate change? What impact does it have?
Should land be protected with laws? Why and how?
Is the government doing enough to protect the environment? Why or why not?
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E) Observe: Study your local environment
This project will help you learn about a local environment by actively observing human actions and
seasonal change and their impacts.
To maximize learning from this project, follow the steps below:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Choose a topic or question
Develop your observation plan (elements, location, period, etc.)
Compare your findings with a different location and period.
Compare your findings with a partner and in class

You can pick a question/topic from other projects or take one of the following ideas:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Sit in a teashop near a market and watch the shoppers to see how many take plastic bags 		
from shopkeepers and how many bring a basket or re-usable plastic bag.
Observe how many people throw trash on the ground rather than put it in a trash bin.
Walk around your neighborhood and observe. Is there a lot of trash? What is most of it – 		
plastic bags, food wrappers, plastic bottles, glass bottles, cans?
Walk around your neighborhood and observe. Are there any recyclers? What do they pick up?
Where do they take it?
Collect a leaf from as many different kinds of trees/plants as you can. What kinds of trees are
they? Are they edible?
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F) Personal Action
This project will help foster an attitude of protecting the environment on a daily basis. Learners are invited
to join two challenges: A Personal Practice Challenge and a Community Action Challenge.
It is useful to keep track of your environmentally friendly actions. You can also keep track of the frequency
and quality of your actions.

Personal Practice Challenge
I will:
•
•
•
•
•

Use reusable bags instead of plastic bags
Compost organic waste instead of burning it
Use less water
Eat less meat, especially beef
Recycle plastic, glass and aluminum

Community Action Challenge
I will:
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Clean the trash in my neighborhood
Use filtered water instead of water from small plastic bottles
Build a pit latrine
Purchase or make a more fuel efficient cooking stove
Educate people in my community
Plant trees
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Extras
Extra #1: Globally Threatened Species in the Indo-Burma Hotspot

Part A

Mammals

12

Birds
Reptiles

Total

70

85

151
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Vietnam

Thailand

Myanmar
0

10

15
58

4
25

305

42
19

44

33
754

41

33

66

47

16

31

21

Lao PDR

37

48
58

230

40

14

16

69

China

31

14

25

Cambodia

Total

Vulnerable
39

13

Invertebrates
Plants

Distribution by Country

19

Amphibians
Fishes

Endangered

Species

Critically
Endangered

Global Threat Status

25
98

172

335
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Part B

Mammals
Birds

12

Invertebrates

0

4

6

34
28

45
160

Vietnam

Thailand

Myanmar

Lao PDR

China

Cambodia

Total

Vulnerable
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16

153
141

46

5

0

46

23

17

309
384

24

4

36

43

20

111

89
140

28

32

9

35

47

28

Plants
Total

54
20

Fishes

Distribution by Country

88

37

Reptiles
Amphibians

Endangered

Species

Critically
Endangered

Global Threat Status

148
300
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Extra #2: The Periodic Table

72
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Glossary
A
Aquatic (adj): Of a plant or animal that lives in water
Atmosphere (n): The thick blanket of gases surrounding the earth and other planets
Atom (n): The smallest part of matter
B
Bacteria (n): Very simple single-celled organisms; the smallest of all living creatures
Biodiversity (n): The variety of life forms (including plants, animals, insects, birds, bacteria)
living on our planet
Biodiversity hotspot: An area that 1) is home to many different kinds of species and 2) is in
danger of being destroyed
Biome (n): A group of similar ecosystems in the same area. A biome has similar weather,
rainfall, plants and animals. Examples of biomes include the desert, rainforest, grassland, and
tundra.
C
Carbon (n): A chemical element that is found in all living organisms; it’s abbreviation is C
Carbon cycle: Several natural processes that continuously move carbon atoms through the
oceans, atmosphere, plants and other living organisms
Carbon dioxide: CO2 - A colorless, odorless gas made out of carbon and oxygen. It is
produced by burning fossil fuels such as coal and petroleum and is a greenhouse gas.
Carnivore (n): An animal that eats only meat from other animals
Classification/ taxonomy (n): The process by which scientists group living organisms based
on how similar they are
Climate (n): The weather conditions including temperature and rainfall in an area over a long
period of time
Climate change: The global climate changes such as rising temperature and increased or
decreased rainfall caused by global warming
Combustion (n): The process of burning something
Compost (v): Decayed organic material used as a fertilizer
Compound (n): A substance made out of different elements combined together
Condense (v): To change from gas to liquid
Conserve (v): Protecting something from damage, especially something of environmental or
cultural value
D
Deforestation (n): Cutting down forests to provide land for human use such as agriculture,
cattle grazing, and building houses or other buildings
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E
Ecosystem (n): A community of all the living organisms in an area interacting with each other
and with the physical environment
Element (n): Matter that is made out of only one kind of substance
Elevation (n): The height of a place above sea level
Endangered (adj): Of a species of plants, animals, or insects in danger of becoming extinct,
meaning that there will be no member of that species left alive
Endemic (adj): When a plant, animal or insect naturally occurs in an area
Energy (n): The capacity of strength needed to sustain an activity
Erosion (n): The gradual destruction of soil/land by wind or water
Evaporate (v): To change from liquid to gas
Extinct (adj): When an animal, insect, bird, plant or other organism no longer exists
F
Fertile (adj): (Of land/soil) having a lot of nutrients and thus being capable of growing strong
healthy crops
Food insecure: People who do not have a dependable food supply
Fossil fuels: Fuels such as coal, oil, petroleum, or natural gas that are made out of the remains
of plants which died millions of years ago

G
Global warming: Hotter temperatures in the atmosphere and ocean caused by greenhouse
gases such as carbon dioxide
Greenhouse gas: Gases in the earth’s atmosphere which trap the heat of the sun and make
the earth warmer, leading to global warming. Greenhouse gases include carbon dioxide,
methane, nitrous oxide and water vapor.
H
Habitat (n): The natural home or environment of an animal, plant, insect, or bird
Herbivore (n): An animal that eats only plants
Human environment: Areas built by humans such as cities, towns, factories, mines, and farms
Humidity (n): The amount of water vapor in the air
I
Invasive species: A living organism that moves into a new ecosystem from somewhere else
and causes a lot of harm to other living organisms in that ecosystem
JKL
Landfills (n): A place where trash is buried in a deep hole
Latitude (n): How far a place is north or south of the equator
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M
Mass (n): The amount of matter in an object
Matter (n): Anything that takes up space and has mass
Molecule (n): A group of two or more atoms combined together
Monsoon (n): The seasonal change in wind direction in South and Southeast Asia. Wind blows
from the southwest between May and September, bringing lots of rain, and from the northeast
between October and April (the dry season)
N
Native species: A living organism that originally comes from the ecosystem where it lives
Natural environment: All the living and nonliving things that occur naturally on earth
Natural resource: Materials and substances that 1) exist naturally in nature and 2) are
beneficial to humans. Examples include water, trees, oil, and gold.
Nitrogen cycle: The continuous circulation of nitrogen through the atmosphere, soil, plants,
and animals (that eat the plants) and then back to the atmosphere
Nutrients (n): A substance that provides the nourishment a living organism needs to live
O
Omnivore (n): An animal that eats both plants and animals
Organic (adj): Something that comes from living matter. Organic farming is farming without
chemical fertilizers or pesticides.
Oxygen cycle: The process which continuously moves oxygen through the atmosphere, plants,
animals, and the earth’s crust
Ozone layer: A layer in the upper atmosphere that prevents dangerous radiation from the Sun
from reaching the surface of the Earth
P
Periodic table: A table which organizes all the known chemical elements according to the
atomic number of each element
Photosynthesis (n): The process by which green plants convert sunlight, carbon dioxide and
water into food
Pollution (n): The process of harmful or poisonous substances affecting the environment
Predator (n): A creature that hunts and eats other creatures
Preserve (v): The act of maintain something (e.g. a forest or other wild area) at its original or
existing state
Prey (n): A creature that is eaten by other creatures (by predators)
R
Renewable energy: Energy from a source that does not run out such as wind or solar energy
S
Species (n): A group of living organisms similar to one another. Members of the same species
can produce offspring (i.e. children) together.
Sustainable (adj): Maintaining something at its current level; of something that can exist on
its own without requiring outside support
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TUVW
Water cycle: The movement of water between the earth’s oceans, fresh water, atmosphere
and land
XYZ-
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Translations
Aquatic (adj) a&aeowÅ0g/
Atmosphere (n) avxk/
Atom (n) tufwrf/
Bacteria (n) bufwD;&D;,m;/
Biodiversity (n) ZD0rsdK;uGJrsm;/
Biodiversity hotspot ZD0rsdK;uGJrsm;&Sdonfhae&m/
Biome(n) obm0vGifjyif/
Carbon (n) umAGef/
Carbon cycle umAGefoHo&m/
Carbon dioxide umAGef'dkifatmufqkd'f/
Carnivore (n) tom;pm;owÅ0g/
Classification/ taxonomy (n) ouf&SdrsdK;rsm;cGJjcrf;pdwfjzmjcif;/
Climate (n) &moDOwk/
Climate change &moDOwkajymif;vJrI/
Combustion (n) avmifuRrf;jcif;/
Compost (n) obm0ajrMoZm/
Compound (n) aygif;pyfjcif;/
Condense (v) aiGY&nfajymif;onf/
Conserve (v) xdef;odrf;onf/
Deforestation (n) opfawmjyKef;wD;jcif;/
Ecosystem (n) a*[pepf/
Element (n) j'yfpif/
Elevation (n) jrifhrm;onfhwnfae&m/
Endangered (adj) aysmufuG,frnfhtEÅ&m,f&Sdaom/
Endemic (adj) tpkvkduf/
Energy (n) pGrf;tif/
Erosion (n) ajrwkdufpm;rI/
Evaporate (v) taiGUysHonf/
Extinct (adj) rsdK;okef;aysmufuG,faom/
Fertile (adj) ajraumif;ajrqDvTmjzpfapaom/
Food insecure tpm;taomufrzlvkHrI/
Fossil fuels avmifpm/
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Global warming urmÇMuD;ylaEG;vmrI/
Greenhouse gas rSefvkHtdrf"mwfaiGY/
Habitat (n) usufpm;&mae&m/
Herbivore (n) tyifpm;owå0g/
Human environment vlom;wkdY\ywf0ef;usif/
Humidity (n) pkdpGwfrI/
Invasive species a&TUajymif;aexkdifonfhouf&SdrsdK;pdwf/
Landfills (n) trdIufwGif;/
Latitude (n) vuDåusL/
Mass (n) xkxnf/
Matter (n) &kyf0w¬K/
Molecule (n) armfvDusL;vf/
Monsoon (n) rkwfokef/
Native species ueOD;aexkdifonfhrsdK;pdwfrsm;/
Natural environment obm0ywf0ef;usif/
Natural resource obm0t&if;tjrpf/
Nitrogen cycle Ekdufx&dk*sifoHo&m/
Nutrients (n) tm[m&/
Omnivore (n) tpkHpm;owÅ0g/
Organic (adj) atmf*Jepf/
Oxygen cycle atmufqD*sifoHo&m
Ozone layer tkdZkef;vTm/
Periodic table "mwfaiGY*kPfowådjyZ,m;/
Photosynthesis (n)tyifwkdYtpmcsufjcif;/
Pollution (n) npfnrf;rI/
Predator (n) tom;pm;owå0g
Preserve (v) umuG,fxdef;odrf;onf/
Prey (n) om;aumif/
Renewable energy tzefwvJvJtokH;jyKEkdifonfhpGrf;tif/
Species (n) rsdK;pdwfrsm;/
Sustainable (adj) a&&Snfxdef;odrf;&aom/
Water cycle a&oHo&m/
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t"dymÜ ,fziG q
h f cd k suf
a&aeowå0g/ / a&xJwGifaexkdifaomtyif (odkY) owå0g/
avxk/ /urÇmajrBuD;ESifhtjcm;aomj*dKvfrsm;udk 0ef;&Hxm;aomxlxJonfh "mwfaiGYrsm;/
tufwrf/
/t&m0w¬Kwpfck\tao;i,fqkH;aomtpdwftydkif;/
bufwD;&D;,m;/ /tvGef&kd;&Sif;aomqJvfwpfckomyg&Sdonfh ouf&Sdrsm;? ouf&Sdowå0grsm;tm;vkH;xJwGif 		
		
tao;i,fqkH;jzpfonf/
ZD0rsdK;uGJrsm;/
/uREkfyfwkdY\urÇmj*dKvfwGiftouf&Sifaexkdifaom ouf&SdykHpHtrsdK;trsdK; (tyifrsm;?
		
owå0grsm;? tif;qufrsm;? iSufrsm;? bufwD;&D;,m;wkdYyg0ifonf/
ZD0rsdK;uGJrsm;&Sdonfhae&m/ /1)ouf&SdrsdK;pdwftrsdK;trsdK; wnf&Sdonfhe,fy,f{&d,mESifh
			
2) zsufpD;cH&rnfh tEÅ&m,ftajctaewGif&Sdonfh e,fy,f{&d,m/
obm0vGifjyif/
/wlnDaom{&d,mwGif&Sdonfh a*[pepftzGJYwpfck/ obm0vGifjyifwGif wlnDrI&Sdonfh 		
&moDOwk? rdk;a&csdef? tyifrsm;ESifh owå0grsm;&Sdonf/ Oyrm- oJuEÅm&? rdk;opfawm? 		
		
jrufcif;vGifjyifrsm;ESifh vGifwD;acgifjyifrsm;/
umAGef/
/ouf&Sdrsm;tm;vkH;wGif &SmazGawGY&SdEkdifaom "mwkj'yfpifwpfck? umAGef\ t*FvdyfpmvkH; 			
		
twkdaumufrSm pD jzpfygonf/
umAGefoHo&m/ /umAGeftufwrfrsm;udk ork'´&m ? avxk? tyifrsm;ESifh tjcm;ouf&Sdrsm;qDokdY tqufrjywf 		
		
ydkYaqmifay;onfh obm0jzpfpOfrsm;/
umAGef'dkifatmufqdk'f/ /umAGefESifh atmufpD*sifwkdY aygif;pyfjcif;rSxGuf&Sdonfh ta&mifr&Sd? teHYr&Sdaom
"mwfaiGYwpfrsdK;/ 4if;udk avmifpmrsm;jzpfaom ausmufrD;aoG;? a&eHESifh zefvkHtdrf"mwfaiGYrsm;
		 avmifuRrf;jcif;rS&&Sdonf/
tom;pm;owÅ0g/
/tjcm;aomwd&pämefftom;udkompm;onfh owå0g/
ouf&SdrsdK;rsm;cGJjcrf;pdwfjzmjcif;/ /odyÜHynm&Sifrsm;rS ouf&SdrsdK;pdwfrsm;udk rsdK;wl&mpkonfhvkyfief;jzpfpOf/
&moDOwk/
/ae&mwpfckwGiftcsdefMum&SnfpGm&Sdaeonfh tylcsdefESifhrdk;a&csdeftajctae/
&moDOwkajymif;vJrI/ /urÇmBuD;ylaEG;vmrIaMumifhjzpfay:onfh tylcsdefjrifhwufvmrIESifh ydkrkdjrifhwuf(odkY) 		
			 avsmhenf;vmonfh rkd;a&csdef/
avmifuRrf;jcif;/
/wpfpkHwpfckudk avmifuRrf;aponfhjzpfpOf/
obm0ajrMoZm/
/aqG;ajrUonfhatmf*Jepfypönf;rsm;udk ajrMoZmtjzpftokH;jyKjcif;/
aygif;pyfjcif;/
/rwlnDaomj'yfpifrsm;tm; aygif;pnf;jcif;rSxGuf&Sdvmaom t&m0w¬Kwpfck/
aiGY&nfajymif;onf/ /"mwfaiGYrSt&nftjzpfajymif;vJoGm;onf/
xdef;odrf;onf/ /wpfpkHwpfckysufpD;,dk,Gif;jcif;? txl;ojzifh obm0ywf0ef;usifESifh ,Ofaus;rIrsm; 		
ysufpD;,dk,Gif;jcif;udk umuG,fonf/
opfawmjyKef;wD;jcif;/ /vlom;rsm;twGuf pkdufysdK;ajrrsm;? okd;EGm;usufpm;&majrrsm;? tdrfrsm;ESifh
		
tjcm;taqmuftOD;rsm; aqmufvkyf&eftwGuf opfawmrsm;ckwfxGif&Sif;vif;jcif;/
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a*[pepf/
/ouf&Sdrsm;wpfckESifhwpfck trSDo[JjyKaexkdifonfh e,fy,f{&d,m/
j'yfpif/ /t&m0w¬KtrsdK;tpm;wpfckxJrS jyKvkyfonfht&m/
jrifhrm;onfhwnfae&m/ /yifv,fa&rsufESmjyiftxufwGif&Sdonfhae&mtjrifhay/
aysmufuG,frnfhtEÅ&m,f&Sdjcif;/ /rsdK;okef;aysmufuG,foGm;rnfh tEÅ&m,fusa&mufaeaom tyif? wd&pmäef
				
(odkY) tif;qufrsdK;pdwfrsm;? qkdvkdonfrSm 4if;rsdK;pdwfwpfckvkH; aysmufuG,f
				 oGm;jcif;yifjzpfonf/
tpkvkduf/
/ tyif? wd&pämeff (odkY) tif;qufrsm; obm0tavsmuf ae&mwpfckwGifjzpfay:vmaomtcg/
pGrf;tif/ /vIyf&Sm;vnfywfrIwpfckudkaxmufyhHay;&ef vkdtyfonfhpGrf;tm;/
ajrwkdufpm;rI/
/av (odkY) a&wkdufpm;rIaMumifh ajr^ajrqDvTmrsm;wjznf;jznf; ysufpD;vmjcif;/
taiGUysHonf/
/t&nfrStaiGUtjzpfodkYajymif;vJoGm;onf/
rsdK;okef;aysmufuG,faom/ / tyif? wd&pmäef? tif;quf? iSuf (odkY) tjcm;ouf&SdwpfpkHwpfck\ &SifoefaexkdifrI
				 vkH;0r&Sdawmhonfhtcg/
ajraumif;ajrqDvTmjzpfaom/

/ajr^ajrqDvTmwGif ajrmufjrm;pGmaom tm[m&"mwfrsm;&SdjyD;MuD;xGm; 			
oefrmaomtyifrsm;udk &Sifoefapaom/
tpm;taomuf rzlvkHrI/ /tpm;tpm vkHvkHavmufavmufr&&SdrI/
avmifpm/ /ESpfoef;aygif;rsm;pGmuyif aoqkH;cJhonfhtyifrsm;\ &kyfMuGif;rsm;rSxkwf,laom ausmufrD;aoG;? 		
a&eH? (odkY) obm0"mwfaiGY/
urÇmMuD;ylaEG;vmrI/ /rSefvkHtdrf"mwfaiGYrsm; Oyrm- umAGef'dkifatmufqkd'faMumifhjzpfay:aom avxkESifh 		
		
ork'´&m tylcsdefrsm; jrifhwufvmrI/
rSefvkHtdrf"mwfaiGY/ /urÇmhavxkxJ&Sd "mwfaiGYrsm;rS aetylcsdefudk pkyf,lxm;jyD; urÇmMuD;ylaEG;vmatmif 		
		
jyKvkyfjcif;rSm urÇmajrMuD;ylaEG;vmrIudkjzpfay:aponf/ rSefvkHtdrf"mwfaiGYrsm;xJwGif
		
umAGef'dkifatmufqdk'f? rDodef;? Ekdufx&yfatmufqkd'fESifh a&aiGYwkdYyg0ifonf/
usufpm;&mae&m/
/ tyif? wd&pmäef? tif;quf (odkY) iSufwkdY\ obm0tavsmufaexkdifonfhae&m
tyifpm;owÅ0g/
/tyifwpfckwnf;udkompm;okH;aom owÅ0g/
vlom;wkdY\ywf0ef;usif/
/vlom;rsm;wnfaxmifaom{&d,mjzpfonfh jrdKYrsm;? puf&kHrsm;? rkdif;rsm;ESifh 			
			
v,fawmrsm;/
pkdpGwfrI/ / avxJwGif&Sdonfh a&aiGYyrmP/
a&GYajymif;aexkdifonfhouf&SdrsdK;pdwf/ /wpfae&mrS a*[pepftopfwpfckxJodkY oGm;a&mufaexkdifjyD; 			
					4if;a*[pepfudk tEÅ&m,fjyKEkdifaom ouf&SdwpfrsdK;/
trIdufwGif;/ /wGif;eufwpfckxJwGif trIdufrsm;pkykHxm;aomae&m/
vuDåusL/ /wnfae&mwpfckonf tDauGwmrSaeí awmif (odkY) ajrmufbufokdYrnfrQuGma0;onfudk 			
wkdif;wmjcif;/
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xkxnf/ /t&m0w¬Kwpfck\ yrmP/
&kyf0w¬K/ /ae&m,ljyD; xkxnf&Sdaom rnfonfht&m0w¬Krqkd/
armfvDusL;vf/ / tkyfpkESpfpk (odkY) ESpfpkxufydkaom tufwrfrsm;udk aygif;pnf;xm;jcif;/
rkwfokef/ /awmiftm&SESifh ta&SUawmiftm&SwGif &moDtajymif;tvJaMumifh avwkdufcwfrIvrf;aMumif;
ajymif;jcif;/ arvESifh pufwifbmvtMum;wGif avonf taemufawmifbufrS
wkdufcwfjcif;aMumifh rdk;rsm;jyD; atmufwkdbmvESifh {jyDv (ajcmufaoGYaom&moD) tMum;wGif
ta&SUajrmufbufrS wkdufcwfonf/
ueOD;aexkdifonfhrsdK;pdwfrsm;/ /4if;aexkdif&mae&ma'o&Sd a*[pepftwGif;ü rlvwnf&Sd&Sifoefaom
				 ouf&SdrsdK;pdwfwpfck/
obm0ywf0ef;usif/ /urmÇay:wGifobm0tavsmufjzpfay:aom ouf&SdoufrJhtm;vkH;/
obm0t&if;tjrpf/ / 1) obm0tavsmufwnf&SdjyD; 2) vlom;wkdYudktusdK;jyKaom t&mrsm;tm;vkH;/
			
Oyrm- a&? opfyif? avmifpmqD? ESifh a&Trsm;yg0ifygonf/
Ekdufx&dk*sifoHo&m/
/avxk? ajrxk? tyifrsm;ESifh wd&pämeffrsm;(tyifudkpm;okH;onf) rSwqifh 		
			
tqufrjywfoGm;vmvnfywfonfh Ekdufx&kd*sifESifh 4if;aemuf avxkxJokdY
			 wpfzefjyefvnfa&muf&Sdjcif;/
tm[m&/ /ouf&SdrsdK;pdwfwpfcktouf&Sifoef&ef vkdtyfaomtpmtm[m&udk jznfhqnf;ay;onfht&m/
tpkHpm;owÅ0g/ /tyifESifh wd&pmäefESpfckvkH;udk pm;okH;aomowÅ0g/
atmf*Jepf/ /obm0tavsmufjzpfay:aom wpfpkHwpfck/ atmf*Jepfv,f,mpkdufysdK;a&;wGif 			
		"mwkajrMoZmrsm;ESifh ydk;owfaq;rsm;ryg0ifyg/
atmufqD*sifoHo&m/ /atmufqD*sifonf avxk? tyifrsm;? wd&pmäefrsm; ESifh ajrrsufESmjyif
tay:,HvTmrSwqifh tqufrjywfa&GYvsm;onfhjzpfpOf/
tkdZkef;vTm/ / aerSvmonfhtEÅ&m,f&Sdaom"mwfa&mifjcnfrsm; urÇmajrMuD;ay:odkYa&muf&SdroGm;atmif
		
umuG,fay;onfh avxktwGif;&SdtvTmwpfck/
"mwfaiGY*kPfowådjyZ,m;/ /"mwkj'yfpifrsm;tm;vkH;udk 4if;wkdY\*kPfowådtvdkuf tpDtpOfwus 		
			
pD&Dxm;onfhZ,m;/
tyifwkdYtpmcsufjcif;/ /tpdrf;a&mif&Sdaomtyifrsm;rS aea&mifjcnf? umAGef'dkifatmufqkd'fESifh a&wkdYudk
			 tpmtjzpfajymif;vJonfhjzpfpOf/
npfnrf;rI/ /obm0ywf0ef;usifudkxdckdufapEkdifaom (odkY) tqdyftawmufjzpfapaomt&mrsm;/
tom;pm;owå0g/ /tjcm;wd&pämeffrsm;udk trJvkdufowfjzwfpm;aomufaomowå0g/
umuG,fxdef;odrf;onf/
/wpfpkHwpfckudk 4if;\rlvtajctaetwdkif;wnf&SdapNyD; rysufpD;ap&ef 		
			
umuG,fxdef;odrf;onf/ (Oyrm? opfawm (odkY) awm&kdif;wd&pmäefe,fajrrsm;)
om;aumif/ /tjcm;wd&pämef(tom;pm;owÅ0g)wkdY\ owfjzwfpm;aomufjcif;udkcH&onfhom;aumif/
tzefwvJvJtokH;jyKEkdifonfhpGrf;tif/

/ rukefcef;aompGrf;tift&if;tjrpfrsm;jzpfonfh
av (odkY) aepGrf;tif/

rsdK;pdwfrsm;/ /wpfckESifhwpfckwlnDrI&Sdonfh ouf&Sdowå0gtkyfpk/ rsdK;pdwfwlouf&Sdrsm;onf
rsdK;EG,fopf(qdkvdkonfrSm om;orD;rsm;) udk twlwuGarG;xkwfay;Ekdifonf/
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a&&Snfxdef;odrf;&aom/ /wpfpkHwpfckudk 4if;\rlvtwdkif;xdef;odrf;jcif;? jyifyrSulnDaxmufyHhrIrvkdbJ 		
			
wnf&SdEkdifrI/
a&oHo&m/ / urÇmajrMuD;\ ork'´&m? a&csdK? avxkESifhukef;ajrwdkYtMum; a&GUvsm;ajymif;vJaom
a&oHo&mpuf0ef;/
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Environmental
Science Basics
Student’s Book
Environmental Science Basics is a course
book designed for Myanmar adults who
are interested in environmental studies
or would simply like to have a better
understanding of the world they live in.
The course equips each student with an
introduction to essential environmental
concepts and issues as well as practical
skills to promote a healthy environment.
Lessons in intermediate English range
from food chains and the earth’s cycles
to Myanmar’s own natural environment
and the challenges facing it. While
Environmental Science Basics is designed
for a taught course that takes 22-30 hours,
it can also be used as a self-study resource.

The Student’s Book contains:
• 10 lessons, each with readings,
activities, and discussion questions
• A Projects Package with extended 		
assignments
• A Glossary with definitions and 		
translations
The Teacher’s Book contains the above
components as well as supplementary
materials and detailed explanations.
Environmental Science Basics differs
from the traditional science textbook by
promoting experiential learning in the form
of practical activities such as observation,
experimentation, and research.
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